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Join theAmerican Sky Cadets
The insignia of the American Sky Cadets— illus

trated above— identifies the wearer as an air-minded 
chap who already knows something about the intricate 
and interesting problems of airplane design and con
struction and is rapidly learning more. For the Ameri
can Sky Cadets is the most helpful organization of its 
kind in existence. If you are air-minded you should 
become a member and wear the handsome silver wings 
which every cadet receives free upon joining. And if 
you are promoted to the commission of Flight Com
mander or Squadron Commander, as you very likely 
may be, you can replace the silver wings with the gold 
wings which will be sent to you with your commission.
Read what you get with your membership in addition 
to the insignia.

An Organization of Air-Minded Bogs
The American Sky Cadets conduct City, 

State and National Contests for airplane model 
builders. Cups and medals are awarded to 
successful entrants. Every cadet is eligible 
to compete.

Free consultation with the Aviation Ad
visory Board is always available to each cadet. 
The Advisory Board will answer your questions 
and help you with construction difficulties. 

Each Cadet receives, free, a M OSKITO air-

1---------------------------------------------------------------------------------Ί
I Dear Administrator:

I want to be an AM ERICAN SKY CADET, because I 
I am air-minded! I am enclosing $1.50.

Name.......................................................... Age ............................

S Address......................................C ity .....................  State........... !

When I have obtained 10 more members please make me 
a Flight Commander and send me my gold wings to replace 
my silver ones.

plane kit at the beginning of his membership.
Membership entitles you to twelve consecu

tive issues of M o d e l  A ir p l a n e  Ne w s , the 
official magazine, which besides many thrilling 
stories of adventures in aviation, prints scale 
plans and other information of special interest 
to every model builder.

The first issue will arrive shortly after you 
have received your official membership card 
and the handsomely colored certificate of 
membership which is your authority to wear 
the wings without question.

Here is the opportunity you have been looking for! If you are 
interested in building and flying model airplanes, if you wish to 
learn airplane designing, if you wish to grow up to be a leader in 
this great industry of aviation, become an American Sky Cadet 
today! Join the leaders. Receive the latest scale plans each 
month. Accept expert guidance in building your models. Enter 
them in the official contests open only to American Sky Cadets. 
Learn the latest things of interest to model builders. Read the 
best, most thrilling stories about the romantic business of flying 
that are being published. All of these benefits are yours for less 
than the price of the magazine alone. Fill ou t  the coupon, enclose 
$1.50 and mail it to the Administrator, American Sky Cadets, 
1926 Broadway, New York City. TODAY!
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ΛΤΤ DAT CA__AMERICA’S MOST EASILY f
1\LjLj DilLO/l CONSTRUCTED MODELS J

A new. all-balsa construction makes these 
Midland models superior to anything you have 
ever seen. Lighter— about two-thirds the weight 
of an ordinary model of the same size. Stronger— 
practically crash-proof. Better-looking and more 
realistic— smooth, sheet-balsa surfaces instead 
of wrinkled tissue sagging between ribs and long
erons. Easier to build, because so much simpler. 
A job you can do in a couple of hours instead of 
a week. And you can do it. We've eliminated 
the question of skill.

Midland’s all-balsa construction makes use of 
sheet balsa 1/32 of an inch thick for the wings 
and the sides of the fuselage. Balsa— almost

as light as the paper it replaces, and infinitely 
stronger! The only paper is that used to cover 
the top and bottom of the fuselage and the tail.

No fragile, tedious, built-up framework. Noth
ing to draw. Nothing to measure off. No nails 
to drive, Tio holes to drill. A ready-made, die- 
stamped aluminum propeller to save you the 
work of carving one and to prevent the failures 
due to poorly-made propellers. Struts of spruce 
and bamboo. Celluloid wheels, light and good- 
looking. A shock-absorbing landing gear. 
Colorless, quick-drying model cement— the fast
est-drying known Rubber 10% more powerful. 
Landing wheels well forward to protect the pro

peller. Wings at a high angle of incidence foi 
fast climb and minimum center of pressure 
travel. Tips “ washed out" to reduce losses. 
Scores of other aerodynamic refinements seldom 
found in models.

You will find these models much easier to 
build, and, after you have built them, much more 
satisfactory to ily. Fewer trial adjustments; 
longer, steadier flights.

The MIDLAND MODEL WORKS 
Box W, Chillicothe, Ohio

TAPER-WING COMBAT 
MONOPLANE—
An Unusual Value

An exceptionally graceful model of a center-wing com
bat monoplane, and the best distance flyer of the Midland 
group. Does 200 feet consistently. Can be hand launched 
or will rise off ground. Very easily built, and will stand 
hard use. Wing span 20 inches. Weight 8/10 ounce.

Complete set, with all material and full building and 
flying directions, postpaid in the United A  A
States and Canada........................................

MIDLAND BABY BULLET
Wing span 15 inches. Weight 3/8 ounce. Flight 

range 140 feet or more.
A simple, easily-constructed r. o. g. model of a 

one-place low-wing sport plane. The propeller is 
only one-fourth as long as the wings, and much 
closer to true scale than in ordinary models. Pro
peller blades deeply curved for slow revolution and 
unusual duration.

Complete set, with all material and full building 
and flying directions, postpaid in the 
United States and Canada, o n ly .............. $1.00

Midland 
Army 
Biplane 
in Flight

1 OUT of 10
Probably not one model airplane in ten ever gives 

its purebaser a satisfactory flight. Some failures 
are due to careless construction. Some are due to 
careless design— a carelessness sometimes so great 
that the model can not be made to fly under any 
conditions. But the majority of failures are due to 
the tremendous difficulty encountered in building 
many models.

The average model would be entirely satisfactory 
if it could be constructed with less skill, but it may 
be a sad disappointment to the ordinary model 
builder, who often finds that he has wasted both his 
money and iiis time on a set which only an expert 
can put together.

Λ simple and easy construction is the key-note of 
Midland design. We do not pretend that Midland 
imxlcls are exact snile reproductions, for such 
models-arc hard to build, unsatisfactory to fly. We 
do not claim that these models will break records, 
for record-breaking models are too delicate to build, 
too fragile to last. All that we say is that these 
models are pleasingly realistic, that they will fly 
well time after time, and that the average boy can 
build them. Why risk disappointment by purchas
ing a model advertised with extravagant claims of 
exact scale design and almost unbelievable flying 
ability? Buy a Midland model and get what you 
expect, and what yeu are entitled to have.

You arc doubly safe in ordering Midland sets 
because nothing but actual, unretouched photographs 
are used to advertise them. Remember that any 
photograph of a Midland model shows it as you will 
get it— not merely as you would like to have it.

REALISTIC ARMY BIPLANE
This fast biplane fighter is a tremendously impressive model. Its trim fuselage and tapered, clcse- 

set wings give an impression of speed, and in the air it looks so much like a teal ship that flight photo
graphs of the model are usually mistaken for pictures of a full-sized airplane.

The wing spread is 20 inches, the weight exactly 1 ounce. The flight distance is close to 2C0 feet 
Because of its greater wing area the Army Biplane gains a great deal of altitude. The average limil 
is about 50 feet, but we have photographed it when almost three times that high!

The top wing is in advance of the lower one. and at a larger angle of incidence. This results in the 
center of pressure of both wings being shifted forward when the model dives, back when it climbs. 
This is the exact opposite of the usual movement, and gives the model unequalcd stability. By far 
the best rough-weather flyer 
we have seen.

Harder to build than the 
monoplanes, but still much 
easier than any conventional 
built-up model. Complete set. 
with all material and full 
building and flying directions.
Costpaiď in the 

nited States
and CanadaI "  $ 2 . 5 0

ORDER N O W —USE THIS COU PON
The M ID L A N D  M O D EL W O R K S, Box W , CH ILLICO TH E, O H IO
Gentlemen:

Enclosed find S................. for which send me your construction set for ( ) BABY
BULLET ( ) COMBAT MONOPLANE ( ) ARMY BIPLANE. 1 understand 
that these sets will be sent postpaid in the United States and Canada, and that you will 
refund the purchase price of any model which fails to satisfy me after I have con
structed it.
(Check or money order safer than cash. We cannot accept stamps or fill C 0  D’s. No 

catalogue, except with set.)

Name........................................................................................................................................

Street........................................................................................................................................

City............................................................................................S tate....................................
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Feeling that our readers needed 
more appetizers for their mechanically 
inclined minds, we are broadening 
this field in “ J u n io r  M echanics a n d  
M o d el  A ir p la n e  N e w s”  to an amaz
ingly attractive degree.

Just glance at the titles below—

"Miniature Railways"—a scientific 
and instructive hobby.

"How to Build a Work Bench"—some
thing that every boy would like to 
have.

"How to Build a Water Bike"—the 
thrilling new water sport brought 
home.

"How to Build a Dog Kennel" — 
winter quarters for your pet.

"Handicraft Hints"—a score of 
things that every boy can make.

Then there arc five pages of pictures 
of the latest developments in the 
mechanical and scientific fields.

— o —

Could you wish for anything better? 

— o —

These are in addition to full size 
plans for a model German Fokker D-7 
plane, and further instalments in our 
Gliding and Soaring, Aerial Navigation 
and Airplane Desigjiing courses for 
model airplane enthusiasts.
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H en ry  S ih ier

W i n d - T unne l s

THE best way to test 
a plane is to fly it.

The same thing ap
plies to a model, but 

to make a model plane that 
will ily under its own power 
requires a motor which only 
approximates real conditions, and also makes scientific 
testing impossible. So engineers have got around the 
difliculty rather neatly. They have the model stand still 
. . . and the air move!

The principle of the tiling is not new. Wilbur and 
Orville Wright used it in their laboratory a generation 
ago in testing plane wing angles and fan blades. They 
learned many fundamental things from their little cur
rent of artificially hurrying air, but I wonder what 
they would think today if they could see the svind fun
nel at New York University and hear the blast of air 
as it shoots down the tube at one hundred miles an 
hour?

The Daniel Guggenheim School of Aeronautics, spon
sored by the copper magnate and air enthusiast, is lo
cated at University Heights, New York City. There 
new air principles are studied, tested, discussed and 
taught. There the new models and developments are 
brought to be tested.

The building in which the two wind-tunnels stand 
is built in the rear of the school building itself. Here 
is a power plant and an extensive shop for the making 
of perfect scale models, which are later tested in the 
tu nuels.

The larger tunnel, nine feet across its working cham
ber, was designed by Professor Alexander Klemin, and 
consists of an octagonal air chamber which curves out 
at one end to thirteen feet to lit the propeller, and at 
the other about the same because of the “wind-straight- 
cncr”. The propeller sucks the air through the tunnel 
at one hundred miles an hour. The current passes 
through the propeller, back along each side of the tun
nel, and through the straightener to 
lie used again, all its kinks and ed
dies taken out by the flat honey
comb of the straightener. A power

ful two hundred and fifty 
horsepower motor turns the 
eight-bladed propeller.

The double return princi
ple was decided on after 
months of testing. Many 
small models of the tunnel 

were built before a decision could be made. It was dis
covered that an octagonal working section was best. 
The remaining problem was how to shoot the air most 
efficiently back along the returns toward the straight
ener. Many types of curves were studied and tested, but 
the Gottingen system of deflecting air by means of 
vanes was found best . . .  in theory. In practice, a Wit- 
noczski streamline bend was found to be most efficient, 
because otherwise the vanes slowed down the air.

The actual wind-tunnel in its entirety is a hundred 
and five feet long by forty seven feet wide. There is a 
concrete floor and the Avails are of special plaster. 
The experimental chamber itself is made of hardened 
Avood in a spruce frame.

THIS is the method of testing: Let us say that an in- 
A'entor lias discovered Avliat he thinks is a noAv and 

valuable contribution to aviation in the form of a ncAV 
Aving angle for monoplanes. He lias backing to build 
his plane but first Avants to test its principles and so 
calls on the Daniel Guggenheim School.

If he has a perfect scale model, the test is begun, but 
if his model is, like most of them, only approximately 
right, the laboratory is called on. Trained model mak
ers, using highly specialized tools and machinery, turn 
out a model in heavy mahogany tliat is absolutely per
fect and to scale dpAvn to the thousandth of an inch.

The model is suspended in the experimental chamber 
of the air tunnel, held rigid by means of Avires as shown 
in the illustration. Each of the supporting Avires con
nects Avitli a sensitive balance scale, so that every 
fraction of an ounce of stress on the model is regis

tered on the dials of the control 
chamber, just above.

When the model is hung just 
right, the {Continued on paffe 12)
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By

St u a r t  P a l m e r

View of the shop at New York University 
in which all models to be tested in the 

_.k wind-tunnels are constructed __



Illustrations by 
F. Alexander

F r o m

pedalled more 
slowly, hoping 
they \v o ii 1 (1 
pass directly 
over him, so 
that he could get a chance to see them at close range.

Plank Field was an air mail stop, but dozens of men 
kept their planes of all types and styles out there in 
the several big hangars. Larry used to go over to the 
field, just to stand around and watch, whenever he could 
get away from the farm long enough—and that wasn’t 
as often as he would have liked.

He squinted over the rolling Texas country at

THIS was Larry 
Price’s eight
eenth birthday 
and as he rode 

along the road he sud
denly admitted to himself that his birthday was a fail
ure. Pedalling slowly down the brown dirt road that 
led to the house, three miles ahead of him, that he called 
home, his hands laxly held the handle-bars of his brand 
new, shiny black bicycle. He had bought it that morn
ing with money that he had saved penny by penny for 
years, and now, as the morning sun slanted down on 
him, he felt bitterly disappointed. He didn’t want it, 
after all.

Far off to his right, in the direction of Plank Field, 
he saw a group of four or five dots that he knew to 
be civilian planes out for their daily spins. Little by 
little they were coming his way and unconsciously he

4



Chance and Pluck Turn  
a Farm Boy Into a Flying Hero

By F r a n k  P i e r c e

the five growing dots, and then resolutely turned his 
gaze away again.

Larry was an orphan, had been as far back as he 
could recall, and he never had known any other parents 
but Mr. and Mrs. Bassett, who had taken him in. 
Otherwise he would have gone to the county orphan 
asylum. But at the earliest possible age they had put 
him to work around the house and the meager farm. 
Larry's first clear memories were of rising at four- 
thirty in the morning and trudging, hungry and cold, 
to the barn for the first chores of the day.

As he had grown bigger and stronger, they had made 
him work more and harder. Larry didn't mind the work 
and grew tall and wiry. Deep within him however, lie 
missed the care that other boys got from their parents. 
Always he was left alone, and when he idled around 
the house, Mrs. Bassett was sure to find some small and 
oftimes unnecessary thing for him to do.

When he was about fourteen he had wanted a bicycle. 
Timidly he had gone to Mr. Bassett and asked for one. 
lie never forgot the darkening anger on the man's face.

ing ran through Larry's mind as he slowly neared his 
own house. Again he looked off to his right and saw 
that four of the planes were almost on top of him, and 
that one lagged somewhat behind. Soon they would 
cross the Las Vegas stream a mile to Larry’s left, circle 
over the range of low hills to the east and swoop back

to the field. Unconsciously, in the excitement of watch
ing the gray painted birds of the sky coming toward 
him, Larry accelerated his own pace.

W HAT Larry wanted was to fly. Airplanes filled 
liis thoughts now; had for the last year, ever 

since Blank Field had been opened for the mail service. 
Sometimes, after his afternoon chores, Larry would go 
over to the field and revel in the happiness of watching 
the planes come and go, of watching them take oil- in 
rising speed, or swoop down to graceful landings 
and taxi to a standstill. In awed admiration he 
would stand silently by while Hie men, in their brown 
flying suits, passed him in groups, laughing and talking.

Once he had gotten up courage to ask how a fellow 
could learn flying or maybe get a job on the field. The 
man had looked down at him kindly and smiled.

“Flying’s the greatest game in the world, sonny, but I. 
don’t know that there’s anything for you to do around 
here. What can you do?”

Miserably Larry had confessed that he knew very 
little about planes, except from reading about them.

The man had shaken his head and 
Larry had gone home bitterly disap
pointed. Night after night he had 
planned and planned; wild schemes 
had tilled his tormented brain, all cen
tering on the problem of how to be 
come a flyer. Failing that, he longed 

to get something to 
do on the field, 
something to do 
with planes, so 
that he could be 
one of the men 
who tended the 
trim eagles of the 
air.

Again lie looked, 
above him and 
f o u n d th e  five 
planes past him. 
To be exact, four 
were already over 
the river, lie judged, 
and the last one 
was just winging 
its silver way above 
him, perhaps near
ly a mile up. The 
sun glinted on the 
wings and the 
drone of the motor 
f 1 o a t e d d o w n 
through the still, 
peaceful air to Lar
ry’s eager ears.

As he watched, something Impelled. The plane 
dipped and bumped. Horror surged in Larry’s throat 
in premonition as he watched the monoplane sideslip 
drunkenly. Then he saw a burst of dark red flame 
whip out from the cowling. A thin, snakelike tongue 
of crimson bit into the blue that silhouetted the plane,

So secretly Larry had begun* to save the few cents 
weekly that remained from the miserly 
salary Mr. Basset finally came to pay 
him. Larry had promised himself the 
new bicycle on his eighteenth birthday.

At last, he had scraped together 
just enough money to go down to town 
that morning and make the purchase.
And now he found, af
ter the years of care
ful saving, that he
didn’t want the bicvele .The plane fell in a nose

*’ 11· dive before his horrified
All this bitter feel eyes
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followed in a split second by a puff of black smoke.
Λ cry broke from Larry and lie pedalled furiously.
Above him the burning plane reeled; 'the darting 

flames licked along the cowling and seemed to envelop 
the cockpit in a dense cloud of sinister black. Larry 
realized in a flash that the plane, staggering its way 
toward the Las Vegas, would crash on the bank, or 
might even land right in the dangerous waters of (lie 
river. He stood up on his pedals; the dirt of t̂ lie road 
spurted under his wheels.

HE thought of the doomed pilot above him, caught 
in a trap from which there was no escape. Perhaps 

the man was dead already.
As he watched with burning eyes, the plane suddenly 

fell in a nose dive, and with a huge plume of gray-black 
smoke pouring from the fuselage, whipped down toward 
the ground. Larry strained his eyes and saw a sight 
that, caused a glad shout to break from his lips. The 
plane had fallen out of sight, but not far above the 
ground, the sun gleamed on (he spreading umbrella of 
a parachute settling its swaying way to earth. From 
it dangled the 
tiny figure of a 
man. With re- 
n e w e d force,
Larry pushed, 
on. sweating and 
straining.

Almost at the bank of the river, he knew the road 
would bring him out at the point where he judged Ihe 
ship had fallen, and where the pilot had landed with 
the chute. With a final burst of speed Larry whirred 
round a bend in the road and saw the narrow, swift 
river before him, its banks lined with jagged rocks. 
Larry's heart pounded in his throat as he sighted the 
flaming wreck of the plane, crumpled pitifully on a 
mass of brown rocks on the opposite side of the river, 
submerged more than hall’ in the water. But the pilot? 
Where was he?

lie could not be far away, Larry thought, as he jumped 
off his bicycle, which fell against a clump of bushes. 
With frantic speed he ran further along a path right by 
the bank, his eyes seeking everywhere. Anxiously he 
scanned the stream, probing carefully the broken rocks 
that edged the current. Nothing, lie cast a glance to
ward the sky and saw that the other four planes had 
circled over the hills and were now turned his way. 
They came on swiftly, nosing down gently in search of 
a landing place. Larry hoped they would find the big 
empty field a quarter of a mile up the river.

lie scrambled along the road, afraid of what he might 
find, yet hoping to be in time. The planes disappeared 
from view; he knew, thankfully, that they had found 
the field. It wouldn't be long now before he would have 
help. In desperation he slionted, long and loud, in the 
hope of reaching the fallen pilot’s ears. Larry told him
self that he must have fallen almost at this spot.

THEN he caught sight of a darker brown blotch on 
the light brown rocks below him. The mesh of the 

chute was torn and snarled among the jagged edges of 
the bank, the silk now and then moving restlessly in 
the slight breeze. Larry saw it was about, to pull the 
fallen man off in the stream to certain death among 
the rapids below.

He leaped down off the road, over the rocks, until he 
bent over the inert body of the man. 
Blood streamed from under his helmet 
down one side of his face. His right 
arm was twisted under him and 
caught in the snarled guide ropes of 
the torn and tattered chute. Larry got 
one arm under the man’s torso and 
lifted him to a sitting position against 
his knee. The twisted arm of the un
conscious man fell limply to his side 
and a groan of pain came from be
tween his gray lips.

With one hand Larry unbuckled the 
chute harness from the pilot’s back 
and cast it, aside. Then he tore off the 
helmet and, bundling up his own 
jacket, laid the man back against it. 
Hurriedly he stepped to the edge of 
the river, dipped up a hatful of water 
and bathed the man’s face. He 
found that a jagged, though not deep, 
wound had been inflicted on the pilot's 

forehead. With his hand
kerchief L an y bound up 
the cut and tried to find if 
the limp arm had been 
damaged. He was afraid of 
causing pain, and he was 
now desperately anxious 
for the other flyers to ar
rive and help get this man 
back to the field for medi
cal attention.

He heard a shout behind 
(Continued on pane 45)

“ There are three bullet- 
holes in the tank!”  he 
exclaimed to the others 

holding the plane
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By
Percival W hite

a n d

Mat W hite

Above, a distinct view of the 
cumulo-nimbus clouds, the 
“ thunder heads”  from which 
showers fall. They are a 
combination o f a cumulus 
top with a nimbus base. 
Another photograph o f the 
same kind o f clouds is shown 
below. This formation usually 
is known as a “ mackerel sky”

U. S. W ea th er  B ureau

■ H

Gli di ng and Soa ri ng
Δ  M a n u a l o f  M o t o r l e s s  F l i g h t

X this issue the editor of M o del  A i r p l a n e  N e w s  pre
sents the third instalment of the long-heralded series 

on Gliders and Gliding.

THE WIND AND THE WEATHER

BEFORE you venture into the air in a glider you 
must learn why and how it flies. If a skilled pilot teaches you to glide, he will doubtless give you 
some ground instruction in the wind, the weather, 

and the reasons why the glider stays in the air.
Any person who intends to learn to glide or who is 

already taking gliding lessons, should become thor
oughly acquainted with these subjects.

In order to understand why a glider flies, you must 
first learn something about the atmosphere. Wind, or 
the continued movement of the air, and weather, or Ihe 
various heat and moisture conditions of the air, are 
matters ol’ vital importance to the pilot.

Atmospheric Pressure. The air, or atmosphere, is a 
sea of gas surrounding the earth. With increasing alti
tude, the atmosphere becomes lighter, until finally it 
becomes too thin for man to breathe.

Just as the sea of water is heavy and presses down 
on the sand in its bed, so the air is heavy and presses 
down on the surface of the earth. Air has no form, but 
has the tendency to fill all available space. The 
weight of the atmosphere is normally about fourteen

7
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In baronietci’s of this 
type, the expansion and 
contraction oť air confined 
in a metal box, varying 
w i t h  the atmospheric 
pressure, moves its thin 
walls. This movement is 
used to actuate a pointer 
or hand, like that of a 
clock.

Winds. T li e a t ni o s - 
pliere never remains still. 
It moves about over the 
surface of the earth. This 
movement of the atmos
phere is due, in part, to 
its varying temperatures. 
Heavy, colder air, of 
greater density, is always 
moving to displace light,

Nimbus clouds (at top) portend rain and usually 
mean that the weather is unsuitable for gliding. 
Nearly white in color and usually detached are 
the cirrus clouds (bottom), which appear in 

various feather-like forms 
U. S. W ea th er  B u rea u

pounds on every square inch of the earth, of 
vour body, and of all the other things with 
which air comes in contact.

You do not notice the pressure on you, be
cause your body is also filled with air, counterbalancing 
this pressure. The pressure of the atmosphere, how
ever, is not always uniform. Warm air is thinner than 
cold air, and therefore exerts less pressure. Dry air is 
not so heavy as air which is loaded with moisture.

llow Atmosphere Is Measured. Since knowledge of 
the amount of atmospheric pressure aids Ihe pilot in 
predicting weather conditions, he must know how to 
read a barometer. A  barometer is an instrument which 
measures the pressure of the air.

How to Make a Barometer. A rough sort of barom
eter may be made by filling a glass tube, closed at one 
end, and a little over thirty inches in length with mer
cury (quicksilver).

Invert the open end, without admitting air, and place 
it in a cup containing more mercury. (See Figure 1.) 
The mercury starts to run down from the tube into the 
cup; but the pressure of the atmosphere on the surface 
of the mercury in the cup holds the mercury up in the 
tube.

Therefore, when the weight of the mercury in the 
tube is equal to the pressure of the atmosphere, no more 
mercury runs down out of the tube. If the atmospheric 
pressure is high, the mercury will stand near the top of 
the tube; if low, the mercury will fall.

The tubes of barometers have to be made accurately. 
They are graduated to show how high the mercury 
column will stand at the various amounts of pressure.

Barometers must be used in airplanes to measure alti
tude. As the airplane climbs higher, the air becomes 
thinner and the atmospheric pressure less. Since a 
barometer containing mercury would be useless in an 
unstable airship, because it is too unhandy, airplanes 
are equipped with aneroid, or nonfluid, barometers.

warmer air, of lesser density. It is this moving air 
which is called the wind.

Far above the trees and the mountains, the wind 
blows almost steadily in certain general directions. The 
atmospheric pressure at the equator is rather low, be
cause of the intense heat there, and the cold air from 
the north and south poles blows continually toward this 
light air. In North America, these winds do not blow 
directly north to south, however, but are deflected in an 
easterly direction, due to the rotation of the earth.

At low altitudes, the winds are diverted from their 
general courses by irregularities in the surface of the 
earth. Just as rocks cause eddies in a river, mountains 
cause whirlpools in the air. (See Figue ll). Moreover, 
Ihe fact that earth changes temperature more rapidly 
than water causes regular land and sea breezes.

During the daytime, the land is warmed by the sun, 
and the winds blow from the water across the land. At 
night, the earth cools more rapidly than the water, and 
the breezes blow toward the sea.

TO MEASURE WIND VELOCITY

Since the wind is one of the essential factors in ‘glider 
flight, it is necessary to have some means of calculating 
its velocity. The speed of the local winds which are 
near the earth can be measured by what is called an 
anemometer.

An anemometer consists of hollow cups projecting 
from an axis which revolves when the wind catches the 
cups. The speed of rotation of the axis is recorded on a 
dial. The speed of the high air (“winds aloft” ) is mea
sured from weather stations by small balloons, the drift 
of which is measured.
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The pilot who has no in
struments can judge the 
velocity of the wind with 
some exactness by watch
ing the effect of the wind 
on trees, grass, etc.

Humidity. Humidity is 
the moisture content of 
the air. When the tem
perature of the air is so 
lowered that the air is 
holding all the moisture it 
can, it is said to be at the 
“dew point” . Any lower
ing of the temperature 
will result in dew. The 
“dew point” means fair 
weather for (he air pilot.

When the earth’s sur
face is cooled enough to ifciv-·-'·

' - *

condense the moisture iu the air, fog is formed.
Cloud Forma I ion. The study of cloud forms is very 

useful to the pilot, since it will give him valuable in
formation about the kind of weather lie may expect, and 
because of the cooling off of ascending warm air. There 
tin* soarer.

Clouds consist of water vapor which has condensed 
because of the cooling oil' of ascending warm air. There 
are several types of cloud formation.

Cumulus. Cumulus clouds are the most important to 
the glider pilot because they indicate upward currents 
of air. They are thick; the upper surface being usually 
dome-shaped and the base horizontal.

They are formed by the condensation of rising cur
rents of warm air. The ascending air below cumulus 
clouds has great lifting power and soarers have been 
able to travel to considerable heights by means of its 
energy.

Cirrus. Cirrus clouds are composed of ice crystals 
and are of delicate appearance, fibrous structure and 
feather-like form. They take the most varied shapes, 
such as branch filaments in feather form, straight or 
curved filaments ending in tufts, etc. They usually 
presage good weather.

Nimbus. Nimbus clouds usually form a dense layer of 
dark, shapeless cloud with ragged edges. They are 
usually characterized by steady fall of rain or snow.

Stratus. Stratus clouds are uniform layers of l'og- 
like cloud. They hang low, but do not lie on the ground. 
The cloud layers of stratus are always very low, and 
they differ from other cloud masses in their lack of 
structural detail.

Cloud Combinalions. There are many clouds we see 
that arc combinations of several cloud forms, such as

Every glider pilot should learn to recognize 
cumulus clouds (above). They are indicative of 
upward air currents which may be useful to the 
soarer. At bottom is a formation o f stratus 
clouds. This is not the only form in which 
they appear: they may be torn to shreds by the 

wind or rent by mountain tops
U. S. W ea th er  B u reau

cirre-cumulus, cirrus-stratus, etc. The most im
portant of these, however, is the cumulo-nimbus, 

the thunder storm or shower cloud.
In this formation, great masses of cloud rise in the 

form of turrets or mountains. They usually have a veil 
or screen of fibrous texture at the base and top. From 
(he base local rain or snow is precipitated. Sometimes 
the upper margins have the compact cumulus shape— 
sometimes they are arranged like cirrus clouds.

Weather Predicted hi/ Clouds. When clouds at sunset 
are red, the weather will probably be line. If there is a 
yellow sunset it will probably rain or be windy. Gray 
clouds at sunrise mean sunny weather and red clouds 
wind and rain.

Sharply defined clouds mean wind; soft ragged ones, 
rain; increasing cloudiness, bad weather; small white 
clouds high in the air, line weather.

By watching the clouds, too, the pilot can tell which 
way the wind is about to blow, for when a high cloud is 
moving in a different direction from the surface wind, 
the wind is very apt to change to the direction in which 
that cloud is moving.

Precipitation. Bain is made by the same process of 
condensation, carried to a greater extent, which pro
duces clouds. The moisture in the clouds becomes too 
heavy for the atmosphere to support. If the tempera
ture is low, the moisture will condense into snow or hail 
instead of rain drops.

Ice barnacles, or ice on the wings of a plane or glider, 
may also be a result of this low temperature. It is 
dangerous for tlie pilot to fly with an ice-encrusted 
machine. The ice barnacles add greatly to the weight of 
the glider.

Weather Maps. Since it is a difficult matter to fore
cast the weather, weather maps are extremely helpful. 
Trained observers forecast the weather, and the Weather
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Bureau publishes this information daily in the form of 
"Weather Maps.

These maps show the state of (lie atmosphere during 
tlie previous twenty-four hours.

Solid lines connect, all the points having the same 
atmospheric pressure, and dotted lines go through points 
having the same temperature.

The direction of the local wind at each government 
weather or airline station is designated by an arrow. 
Symbols show whether there was clear or stormy 
weather, areas where rain or snow fell are shaded, and 
the location of “high” and “ low” pressure areas.

Oilieial government weather maps and wind charts 
give valuable information to the pilot and may be ob-

and more delicate, perhaps, than anything thus far 
designed by man.

K 1TES—Λ X 1) OLID IXG
Kites and gliders, although they differ in appearance, 

work on somewhat similar principles. Building and 
Hying kites helps one to learn about the atmosphere 
and why the glider (lies.

Points to Remember in Building a Kite. There are 
live things which you must remember in building a kite.

In the first place, your kite must have a broad surface 
which the wind can get hold of in order that it may 
supply sufficient lift.

Second, the kite must be made of light materials, so

tained without difficulty from meteor
ological offices.

Weather Forecasts. Exact fore
casting requires experience and 
equipment, but the average man can 
form a rough estimate of what the 
weather for the next ten or twelve 
hours will be, by observing the clouds, 
the winds, the barometer, and the 
thermometer.

A falling barometer indicates 
stormy weather. If the thermometer 
drops suddenly, fog may result. The 
formation of dew is a sign of fair 
weather. A “mackerel sky” "indicates 
rain. Bold white clouds, wind; and 
feathery clouds, good weather. These 
signs are not, of course, infallible.

A red sky at sunset is usually 
indicative of fair weather, and a yel
low sky of wind or rain.

Glider pilots should be able to 
make good use of air currents of all 
sorts.

The atmosphere itself is the best 
laboratory for meteorologists, and 
the glider the most sensitive instru
ment for experiment, more sensitive

At the left is shown 
th e  c o m p l e t e d  
wooden framework 
of a box kite with
out the cloth cover
ing. In practice, 
the cross braces 
usually are not put 
in until the cloth 
strips have been 
glued to the corner 
sticks o f wood. The 
method of con
structing the frame
work of a tailless 
kite can be seen 
at the right. This 
may be covered 
with paper or cloth. 
At the bottom is 
a dome kite built 
by Chanute in 1895

that, the force of gravity will not ex
ceed the lift resulting from the wind, 
and pull the kite down to the ground.

Third, the kite must be firmly 
bound together, so that it will not 
come apart in the air.

Fourth, the kite must be bisvm- 
metrical, that is, the resistance to the 
wind on one side of it should exactly 
balance that on the other side, so
that the wind will not be able to push 
more strongly on one side than on the 
other.

Fifth, you must have some means 
of guiding the kite, so that it will 
not be blown about at the mercy of 
the wiiijj, and finally, perhaps, lost 
altogether.
' How to Build a Box Kite. There 

are several kinds of kites, all of 
which are instructive to the student 
pilot; but the best sort of kite to 
build is a box kite, since, although 
it requires considerable wind to dy 
it, it, will ascend at a steeper angle 
than an ordinary kite.

To make a box kite of a good size, 
eight sticks (Continued on page 54)



The Marine camp at San Ramon

Pri soner  of the A ir
W it h  a C un  a t H is Back, B lim p  Side-Slips O u t o f H is  P lig h t

i TQ TAMP” RYAN, air pilot with 
15 the American forces in Nic-

By

aragua, brought his plane down 
on the marine field at Kan Ramon
in a· panic. As· a result of a serious crash in his plane 
bach in his student daps at Pensacola, Blimp teas seized 
with a violent nightmare of terror at unexpected mo
ments in the air. He finally succeeded in gaining his 
composure and reported to the field in fairly calm con
dition.

With the assignment to Nicaragua, Blimp had hoped 
to overcome his secret terror, but the intense heat and 
the monotony of patrol work in the jungle, together with 
the fact that Sandino’s rebels practiced, sniping at the 
expense of the American airmen, did not help greatly.

Captain Allby, in command of the marines, gathered 
all the flyers in conference and informed them that 
Headquarters had issued orders that Sandino's men 
must be found and cleaned out. lie  asked them to go 
out the following day, each in a different direction, to 
cover the surrounding country on observation.

With Sergeant Capper, his plane mate, Blimp flew 
over the mountains within gun range, of the.enemy. He 
spotted what seemed to be the rebel encampment and 
flew low to make certain. At once he teas fired on but 
his return fire was of no avail through the heavy foliage.

Suddenly the oil feed line of his machine was punc
tured and the motor began to fail. With no alternative 
but to attempt a landing in that single clearing. lie was 
forced to land in the midst of the rebels. Immediately,

L ie u t .  Η . B. M il l e r
they attacked the Americans. 
Capper, in charge of the plane's 
machine gun, suddenly slumped in 
his scat and was still. Blimp's 

fury was aroused and he fought savagely. Suddenly all 
went black for him and a shout of victory rose from 
the rebels.

w 'IIEN Blimp came to, lie was lying on the 
dirt floor of a liut. There was a bump on 
his head the size of an egg and his arms 
were tightly bound to his sides. It took 

him some time to recall his forced landing in the secret 
canyon and the fight which followed. Slowly, as a cur
tain lifting, lie remembered what had happened, in
cluding his companion's death and his own last furious 
struggle to avenge it. Where he was now, or what his 
fate would be, were dark, unanswered questions.

At first Blimp thought he was completely alone, de
serted in the jungle. Perhaps it was their idea of a 
good joke. Having escaped a crash against their in
fernal canyon Avails and subsequently failing to stop 
one of their bullets, perhaps the bandits had left him 
bound and helpless to be the prey of jungle animals and 
murderous insects.

Then, as his eyes began to focus better, he noticed a 
dark patch against one of the slatted Avails of the hut. 
The patch had a stick protruding from it. Presently 
the patch and the stick became clearer to Blimp’s senses. 
He saw that it avus a guard leaning against the en-

11
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trance, lidding in his hand a sawed-off shotgun. So he 
was being guarded, after all!

Presently from a distance he caught tin* sound of 
voices speaking in low undertones—evidently the rest 
of the bandits. Through the dense green screen of the 
jungle he caught occasional glimpses of bright

blue. Evidently he was not so far from the river. This 
must be a secret encampment on the side of the canyon. 
His suspicions about the renegades’ stronghold had been 
right. Blimp bemoaned the luck which made it impos
sible to report this vital information to Captain Allby.

He moved his head slightly and groaned with the pain 
of it. He wiggled toes and lingers cautiously. Evidently 
he was sound and whole, outside of the bump on his 
head. What were they going to do to him?

His mouth felt dry and his lips caked and swollen. 
What wouldn’t he give for a drink of water! This gave 
him an idea. Anything was better than lying liere 
speculating on what sort of a party they wore plan
ning for him. Better to start something himself, and 
have it over with. Raising his voice slightly, so that 
it would not penetrate beyond the hut, he called, 
“Aqua—aqua.”

The guard, a mere ragged youngster, came io the 
opening in the wall—it could hardly be called a door— 
and looked down on his prisoner. He grinned in a 
stupid manner and shook his head. It was evident that 
lie understood the request but had been told not to com
municate with the Americano.

Blimp tried again. He cajoled, he tried to bribe, he 
reasoned so far as his knowledge of Spanish would al
low but the guard merely showed his gleaming rmv of 
white teeth and shook his head. Exhausted, at last, 
with his head aching and his arms beginning to throb 
from the tight cords about them, Blimp gave up.

It was quite dark when finally the sound of voices 
drawing toward the hut came to the prisoner on the 
fioor. By this time, between his aching head, his dry 
tongue and swollen arms, Blimp was in misery. Willi 
the coming of darkness, too, had come great discour
agement. .He gave up straining his ears for the sound 
of a plane. It was a forlorn hope at best but he could 
not help praying that some other marine plane might 
find its way to the canyon and see his ship parked 
where he had landed it.

But he knew now that he would not be missed back 
at the base <*amp until the afternoon patrol was over. 
They could not start searching for him until the next 
morning. And by then—if legends he had heard about 
the rebel bandits were true—there was every proba
bility that it would be too late.

..The approaching voices reached the infinitesimal

clearing about the hut. Two men reached the guard, 
gave a countersign in Spanish, and all three entered 
the hut. One held a flashlight which Blimp, even in 
his misery, recognized, as one taken from his plane. 
They unbound him and one of the men, a huge, grisly 
ruffian, gave him a drink of tepid, unsavory water.

“ E l c η p i - t a n ” 
said this tattered 
vagabond, “ is Avail
ing to hold a recep
tion for the flying 
gringo.”

Blimp was, rather 
stiff for walking but 
he managed to make 
liis way between his 
two escorts without 
mu c h  stumbling. 
They came down to 
the clearing by the 
creek. Here, evi
dently sure of the 
security' of their 
hide-out, the bhndils 
had built a huge 
bonfire which lighted 
up the entire area. 

As they came out of the jungle, Blimp was amazed 
and inwardly furious to see that a half-dozen of the 
little dark men were drawing his plane in the circle 
of the firelight. They handled if with extreme care as 
if the strange gringo creation might explode at any 
moment, or start into the air taking them Avith it. They 
Avorked under the direction of a tall, military-looking 
man Avho ordered them in broken, sibilant Spanish.

DAZED as he was by the sudden light and his own 
weakened physical condition, Blimp concentrated 

his attention on this man. Clearly he kneAV Avhat he Avas 
doing and had handled planes before! What awox his pur
pose? He Avas obviously not a Nicaraguan. As Blimp 
speculated, one member of the odd “plane creAv” swung 
the tail about too roughly. The mysterious foreman 
swore at him in a gutteral tongue. Blimp remembered 
that he had heard that same voice uttering the same 
language just before he went under. The man avus a 
Russian! A renegade, no doubt.

The “escort” behind Blimp gave him a shove in the 
direction of the fire,, reminding him that he avus on his 
Avav to el capitan. Regretfully, Blimp Avas forced to 
turn his eyes away from his beloved plane and the tall 
alien Avho had taken charge of her.

El papitan Avas sitting on a folding deck chair ob
viously purloined from some American or English ha
cienda. To add to the effect this SAvarthy leader had 
found for himself a dilapidated tent, evidently the cast
off of some engineering or scientific expedition. With 
considerable dignity he had arranged himself before 
the tent opening, garbed in a costume that Avas a Aveird 
mixture of comfort and military grandeur.

A Avave of anger surged over Blimp as he recognized 
Sergeant. Capper’s leather flying jacket. To the should
ers of this, had been added huge and somewhat tar
nished golden epaulets. Blimp realized that they must 
have been put on in a hurry since the afternoon, doubt
less for his benefit.

There were no shoes on the dignitary’s feet. TTis 
trousers may have been Avhite duck at one time but. no 
one Avould ever know now. However, his coffee-colored 
face was shreAvd and determined, his black eyes sharp 
and bright. Blimp didn’t make the mistake of under
estimating either cl capilan's enterprise or his 
courage.

A Boeing all-metal fighter
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The leader looked his prisoner over coolly and then 
asked with exaggerated politeness in llorid Spanish, 
“Would the lieutenant feel quite well enough to fly in 
the morning?”

Blimp’s heart skipped a beat at the idea of getting 
his hands on the good old controls of his plane again. 
But he stifled any impulse of joy, knowing the tricky 
nature of Nicaraguan desperadoes too well. There was 
something behind this!

“I always feel well enough to llv,” he answered cau
tiously.

“Could you get your plane out; of this canyon without 
doing what you call the crack-up?”

“Possibly,”  said Blimp. lie felt that he must be care
ful—but not too careful. If he could he would find out 
what they had under their cofl'ee-colored skins, then 
maybe, just maybe, he’d get a break and be able 10 
get away with his information.

“Tomorrow, then, the brave Americano will have the 
chance to show us how well he flies.”

“What do you mean?”
“Tomorrow you shall fly back to your brave brothers- 

in-arms on a little errand for us. You shall drop on 
them some tokens of our regard. Little iron tokens 
loaded with dynamite.” —

Blimp did not answer for a moment, stunned by the 
revelation! Then he threw back his head and laughed.

“That plane can’t leave the ground. It has a broken 
oil line and not two ounces of oil in it. Sorry, but I ’m 
afraid your flight is oil.”

The little dark leader wasn’t Worried. He permitted a 
polite smile to break over his face, but his black eyes nar- 

. rowed. “ It is most 
kind of the lieuten
ant to think of that.
Fortunately, we have 
a Bussian gentle
man in our forces 
who understands all 
about such things.
We have also picked 
up a little oil ex
actly the same kind 
as you use in your 
planes. Such a lucky 
coincidence!”

BLIMP swore un
der his breath.

So that was the man 
who had charge of 
his plane. And the 
oil! lie knew quite 
well how they had 
“ picked up” that oil.
Somewhere along the 
road to Bodega they 
had jumped a ma
rine pack train, out
numbering it four to A
one and cutting it
oil’ from its escort. He answered el capitan in no un
certain terms.

“Listen, you little shrimp, I'm not going to fly . that 
plane anywhere for you.”

The desperado chief permitted a long and calculated 
pause to ensue before he answered his prisoner.

“It is going to be a very long night. The lieutenant 
Americano can think it over. I f  you are wise, you will 
fly—if not—” the little bandit finished witli a gesture 
that was at once significant and terrible. lie motioned 
to Blimp’s two guards and they started him back to 
the jungle.

As they passed his plane, Blimp saw that el cup
itán had been right. The Bussian was hard at work 
on the oil line of his beloved Corsair. Even in the 
glimpse he had, Blimp realized that the man was going 
about it in a business-like way which showed that he 
had done it before.

Standing in the shadows were several drums of oil 
bearing the sign “U. S. Marines.” As the little pro
cession passed by, the Bussian straightened up from his 
work. He hailed Blimp with a broad grin on his rakish 
countenance, jovially calling out to him.

“Have the big sleep, comrade. Tomorrow we fly!”

THE marine acquired an immediate and intense 
hatred for this shaggy mechanic who had thrown 

his lot with the followers of Sandino. Who knew from 
what crimes he had escaped to take part in this comic- 
opera war, which wasn’t so very comic for Blimp at 
this particular moment.

He was taken back to the hut, and though he was 
bound a little more lightly, his guard was doubled and 
a pitch flare put in the hut which threw him in the 
light at all times. All hope of escape vanished. They 
brought in a rusty can of water and a few grubby- 
looking beans. Blimp ate these without examining 
them too closely. He might need all his strength for 
the morning.

Indeed, he soon found that there wasn’t much else 10 
do but take the capitan's advice, to “ think over the 
situation.” And any way he might view it, it looked 
pretty bad. Most assuredly he wasn’t going to fly over 
the unsuspecting marine encampment while the Bus*

Vought “ Corsair”  Navy fighter

sian in the back cockpit dropped bombs on the camp.
At the same time, if he backed out and flatly refused 

to go, they would kill him but they would still have a 
perfectly good Corsair, to saj* nothing of a machine 
gun, in their possession.

Evidently the Bussian couldn’t pilot a plane but, 
sooner or later, this bright little leader, or even Sim
ili no himself, would get hold of a pilot somewhere. A 
lot of damage would be done before the marine planes 
could rise and put them out of business.

Blimp didn’t catch much sleep, spending most of the 
night tossing about on the floor (Continued on page 50)



The A m e r i c a n
Full  R e p o rt  of G re e le y ,  

C o lo ra d o  T o u r n a m e n t

James Starkey, 
grand prize win
ner, Greeley, Col
orado Tournament

S UCCESS ill every respect, and for which congratu
lations are still pouring in, attended Weld 
County’s (Colorado) first airplane model build
ing contest sponsored by the Greeley Daily Trib

une, Greeley, Colorado.
The officials connected with, the tournament and of the 

newspaper, under whose sponsorship it was held, spared 
no efforts to make it a success and such was the reward 
of their efforts that there is every indication that the · 
tournament will become an annual affair.

James Starkey, an eighth grade student at the Train
ing School of Teachers College, won the grand prize, a 
Majestic radio No. 90, donated by Dickey-Sanders, Inc. 
Starkey had 50 points, half of which were made in the 
scale model building contest and half in the flying 
competition.

Starkey also received a gold medal, prop
erly engraved, awarded by Model An;plank 
News, as the first youthful air champion of 
Weld County. All prizes were later pre
sented at the Sterling Theatre, to which 
tickets were furnished all competitors by 
the manager of the theater, Harry Ashton.

Walter Calland, a Greeley high school stu
dent, won the second grand prize with 
40 points. The reward was 
watch donated by Thomas Ilelpin,
Greeley high school graduate and 
now an executive of the All-Metal 
Aircraft Co. of Cincinnati, Ohio.
Calland took this prize when four 
boys, not attending schools in 
Greeley and who had won points in 
the scale model building contest, 
failed either to compete in or to win 
points in the flying contests, thus 
making them ineligible for any grand 
prize.

Starkey won the grand prize al
though he was beaten in the junior
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high and elementary outdoor flying contest by Reginald 
Templin. The contest was held in gusty weather. The 
small planes of Templin, the same he used to win second 
place indoors, flew as well in windy weather as in still 
weather. The one that flew 30 seconds indoors to win 
second flew 2!) seconds outdoors to win first.

Three planes, the limit allowed, were entered by 
Templin. Of the nine flights allowed, five of them were 
over 20 seconds in the wind, or better than any of his 
competitors. Starkey’s big twin'pusher Hew lfi seconds 
for second place. His smaller planes, much lighter than 
Tcmplin’s, which had flown 75 and 70 seconds indoors 
to win him the flying sweepstakes, could not weather 
the gusty air. Fred Sackett was next best in this class 
with 10 seconds.

Walter Calland, with a specially built outdoor model, 
had no luck in the tvind. In a test for adjust
ment he flew his single propeller tractor 50 
seconds, but in an officially timed trial, failed 
to better the record time. Luckily he had no 
still competition, as 2 seconds in the air was 
the best Adolph Lorenz could do in the gale. 
When the wind twisted the wing as he held 
it, Calland did not take his last flight.

Starkey got 15 points for first in t he 
junior high school scale model event, 
10 points for scale model sweep- 
stakes, 10 points for junior high in
door flying, 5 points for the same 
outdoors, and 10 points for flying 
sweepstakes; that is, for the longest 
flight either indoors or out—total 50.

Calland got his points as follows: 
first in senior high scale model, 15; 
second in scale model sweepstakes, 
5; first in indoor flying, senior high. 
10; first outdoor flying, senior 
high, 10.

The complete list of airplane mod
el building contest winners follows:



Walter Calland, 
s e c o n d  g r a n d  
p r i z e  w i n n e r ,  
Greeley, Colorado 

Tournament

Corsair and Sikorsky W in  

Grand Prizes

Grand prize: James Starkey, first; Walter Calland, 
second.

F lying

Sweepstakes: Starkey, first; Reginald Templin,
second.

O utdoor F lying

Senior high: Walter Calland, first; Adolpli Lorenz, 
second.

All others: Templin, first; Starkey, second.
I ndoor F lying

Senior high: Calland, first; Lorenz, second.
All others: Starkey, first; Templin, second.

Scale M odel

Sweepstakes: Starkey, first; Cal
land, second.

High school: Calland, first; Jim 
Cazer, Windsor, second; Lorenz, third.

Junior high: Starkey, first; Robert 
Meyer, Big Bend, second; Fay 
Woods, Ault, third.

Grade school: Glen Cullor, Eaton, 
first; Gale Rosling, second; Warren 
Caldwell, Gill, third.

Since the grand prize winners 
were eligible for no regular prizes, 
all competitors were moved up. Conse
quently, competitors Avon prizes avIio did 
not win points in cArents. In the scale 
model contest, points AA'ent with, only two 
places.

A complete list of prize winners, grand 
prizes excepted, and donors of prizes fol
lows:

Scale Models

Best scale model not winning grand

prize: Robert Meyer, Big Bend, a tool chest and tools, 
donated by McArthur Hardware Co. Starkey's model 
made IS points, Callaml’s 45 and Meyers 12.

High school: Jim Cazer, Windsor, best quality Inger- 
soll wrist Avatcli, donated by J. C. Nelson, jeAveler; 
Adolpli Lorenz, year’s subscription to Aero Digest, 
furnished by the magazine; Dale Gordon, year’s sub
scription to Model A irplane X eavs, furnished by the 
magazine.

Junior high: Robert Meyer, Big Bend, drill press 
donated by Cummings HardAvare Store; Fay Woods, 
Ault, Aero Digest subscription; Willie Weber, Gilcrest, 
M odel A irplane Neavs subscription; Ray Ginther, Gil
crest, Aero Digest subscription.

Grade school: Glen Cullor, Eaton, adjustable square 
and level, Greeley Hardware and Im
plement Co.; Gale Rosling, Aero 
Digest subscription; Warren Cald- 
Avell, M odel A irplane News subscrip
tion.

F lying P rizes

Second in Hying sweepstakes: Regi
nald Templin, suav and plane donated 
by Lee Bros. Hardware Co.

I ndoor

High school: Adolph Lorenz, Avater 
proof pup tent, donated by the Greeley 
Army Store.

All others: Templin, Spaulding 
bathing suit donated by P. C. Mann 
Sporting Goods Store; Robert Meyer, 
Big Bend, M odel A irplane N ews sub
scription.

O utdoor

High school: Adolph Lorenz, Jant> 
zen bathing suit, donated by Hibbs 
Clothing Co. (Continued on page 46)
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American Sky Cadet Roger Vore 
of Merriam, Kan.



Δ  Course in Airplane Desígnín
By M astering T h is  V a lu a b le  Course, the Model B u i ld e r  o f 

T oday  Lays the Cornerstone fo r  His Career as the 

A e ro n a u t ic a l Engineer and Designer o f Tom orrow

By KEN S IN C L A IR  , ■ ..... .......

A* presenting this course, Model A irplane N ews 
wishes to stress the fact that model building is more 

thou a mere sport. If the builder of model airplanes 
leyrns the fundamental principles underlying airplane 
flight and design, he prepares himself for a future 
career in the most profitable phase of aviation.

The policy of M odel A irplane News is not to en
courage or teach its readers to become pilots, but 
rather to become aeronautical engineers, designers, 
salesmen, manufacturers, or equip themselves for any 
other positions which require the training of the spe
cialist or executive. Study this course from month to 
month, master it in every detail and you will gain a 
fundamental knowledge of the how and why of air
plane design which will be second to none.

T he E ditor.

W HILE a n 
airplane is 
essentially a 
vehicle o f 

the air, it must also be 
a vehicle of the ground 
during the time in which 
it is landing and taking 
oil'. For this reason we 
equip an airplane with a 
landing gear that en
ables it to roll over the 
ground or to float on the 
water. Sometimes a com
bination of the two is 
used, making the ship 
an amphibian.

In this article we 
shall consider only the 
land type of undercarriage. Pontoons and floats will 
be discussed later.

The conventional landing gear consists of two wheels 
and a tail skid, with a third wheel sometimes substi
tuted for the skid. The 
structure of the landing 
gear must be sufficiently 
strong to withstand the 
shocks of all ordinary 
landings, yet. it must be 
light in weight, and it 
must have as little drag
as possible. For these 
reasons a sturdy, simple 
structure, with all mem
bers well streamlined, 
will be found best.

The older landing 
gears usually employed 
a straight axle with 
four struts leading to 
the fuselage, two to each 
lower longeron. As air-
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planes became mote 
practical, however, it 
was found that a split 
axle undercarriage, of 
the type shown in Fig
ures 1 and 2, made 
landing and taking olf 
possible on  r o u g  h 
ground, as well as in 
high grass. The split 
axle type has now come 
into general use, and 
may been seen in sever
al varieties at any air
port.
SHOCK ABSORBING

In order that the 
shocks of landing may 

be largely taken up before the}7 reach the fuselage struc
ture, it is best to provide some shock absorbing device. 
This may be rubber cords, steel springs, oil, or rub
ber in compression. Of these, rubber cords are most

widely used and are by 
far the most popular 
with model builders.

The shock absorbers 
are placed on the land
ing gear in various 
ways. The old plain 
(straight axle) landing 
gear used shock cord 
wound around the axle 
and spreader bar near 
each wheel.

In the newer (split 
axle) type, the shock ab
sorbers are usually 
placed either in the 
strut leading to the top 
longeron, as in Figure 
(Continued on page IS)

Figure /

F ig u re  2

F ig u re  J

Nosing over m om ent due to w heel fric tio n
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W eight acts behind support, overcomes 
m om ent a nd  fo rces ta il dow n



How το Build 

the Northrop 

"Flying Wing"

A m e r ic a 's  O u ts ta n d in g  A e r ia l  In n o v a t io n  

N o d e !  F o rm  f o r  Y oui n

THE Northrop 
“ F l y i n g  
Wing” is a 
type of air

plane model which 
lias a double nse as 
a pusher or tractor 
and as an indoor or 
outdoor model. This 
novel idea of a “fly
ing wing” as applied 
to a real p l a n e  
caused well-earned 
surprise among peo
ple connected with 
airplane manufac
turing and designing.

W. K. Jay and J. K. Northrop (former chief engineer 
of the Lockheed Aircraft Corp.), the designers, experi
mented with their first “Flying Wing” at the United 
Airport, Burbank, Calif., with astonishingly good 
results. The plane proved to be an original and prac
tical flying instrument, rising immediately off the 
ground.

The name originated in the construction, which shows 
the extraordinary development of the wing as compared 
with the tail surfaces; i. e., the latter is in comparison 
smaller than the usual tail surface used to be. Well 
tapered wings like these possess an extraordinary 
quality.

The center of pressure travel is very low, while the 
gliding angle is good and the loading forces have a bet
ter concentration. The drag is also minimized. The 
idea of the (lying wing is not entirely new in the history 
of aviation. The original model was constructed by 
Prof. Hugo Junkers, of Germany, who obtained a patent 
in 1910.

However, that model did not possess the true at
tributes of the (lying wing theory and the experts would 
not name it "(lying wing”, though the Junkers idea was 
almost a “flying wing” .

In reviewing all the machines which have tail sur
faces fixed by outriggers to the wings, carrying the 
entire load—motor, gasoline tank, landing gear, pilot, 
etc.—it is well to name the successful monoplane de
signed in 1909 by Alexander Plitzer (in 1910 chief engi
neer for Glenn II. Curtis) a “Hying wing” .

The Savoia-Marclietti machines, the Santa Maria and 
the S-6J/, especially the last named, deserve the designa
tion of “flying wing”.

Naturally, the Northrop “Flying Wing” is the further 
developed design of this group of airplanes.

This design introduces numerous new features into

Noted

Aeronautical

Research

Expert

the previously exist· 
i n g s y s t e m and 
proves to be the best 
model for study of 
construction of such 
types.

• The machine lias
no fuselage. The photograph and drawings show the 
front and top view of the wing. The wing has eight ribs 
and one beam, trailing edge and leading edge. The tips 
of the wing are rounded. The parts are made one by 
one. The leading edge consists of 1/1(5" x3/lG " medium 
balsa wood, the length of which is measured on the 
drawing. The trailing edge also is of balsa, the size 
being 1/1G" x 1/8" x 19".

WING TIPS
As seen in drawings, we cut the pieces of l/l(i" 

hard balsa wood. We have to be careful that the grain 
of the wood follows the drawing. It is best to dope 
them right after finishing to prevent warping.

The beam is depicted in drawings in the original 
size and is made of 1/1(5" medium balsa. The drawing 
shows exactly how it must be constructed. The ribs are 
shown in drawing (5. They are made from the same 
1/1G" balsa wood.

As you can see, the ribs are fitted in the beam and for 
that reason both are cut at the place where they are 
assembled.

This system is stronger and more elastic than the 
others and there is no possibility of deforming the wing. 
The best way for assembly is to fit the ribs to the beam 
and after that the trailing edge.

Since the landing gear is attached entirely to the 
wings, we have to attach that to the wood pieces as de
picted in drawing and designated by tlie letter “ L”. 
These will carry the landing gear system. Now cut the 
four main ribs for the same purpose as shown in the 
photograph. So the wing is finished.

It now should weigh only .245 ounce. The finished 
wing skeleton is to be covered right after drying with 
Japanese silk tissue paper. The weight of the covered 
wing is increased to .315 ounce. (Continurd on pa pc 5G)

See Plans 

on Pages 

18 to 24

By
Prof. T. N. de Bo bro vsky
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Specia l  Course  in A i r  Navigation
T h e  M a in s ta y  of Successful P i lo t in g  

By C a p ta in  L eslie S. Potter

the facts will out// be given where they are necessary 
to understand the facts, as it is considered that in a 
short course too many of these would be confusing and 
apt to mislead the reader.

If some of the points seem too elementary, do not pass 
them by, there is a reason for their inclusion; if some 
points do not seem clear, be patient, you will generally 
find some information further on, that will clear them 
up as you proceed. Answer the questions at the end. of 
each article and wait for their solutions in the next is
sue, and should you find any points requiring further 
explanation, send, a letter with a stamped, addressed 
envelope to the editor, setting out your problems, and a 
reply will be sent you explaining the points raised.

Keep all your copies of Model A irplane N ews for 
future reference, you will probably need them to refer 
to as you go on.

T he E ditor

TN this scries of articles, the author has endeav- 
ored to set out as clearly as possible, and in as 

simple words as possible, the art of navigation in the air.
Your interest in these will depend on your interest in 

flying, and whether you will consider yourself a pilot 
when you have learned to take a plane off the ground 
and bring it down again without breaking anything.

To those who do, these articles ivill be valueless, but 
to those who aspire to be more than fair weather pilots, 
to be able to fly from place to place without sole re
course to roads and railways, to be able to fly above 
the clouds with safety if they- are too low to admit of 
safe flying beneath them, an intelligent interest in these 
articles will be of incalculable value.

Air navigation is not a complicated subject, an in
tense knowledge of mathematics and trigonometry is not 
necessary, merely the average person's powers of pom- 
mon-sense reasoning. The whys and wherefores of all

HAVING dealt with the causes of variation and 
deviation and tlie allowance to he made for 
them in calculating the course to be steered to 
make good a known track, we now come to the 
instrument used to indicate the course; the 

airplane compass, the most important of all navigation 
instruments. But before we deal with this, some knowl
edge of magnetism is essential in order that you may 
understand something of the forces acting on an air
plane compass.

ELEMENT A BY MAGNETISM

The earth itself is a magnet possessing all (In* usual 
peculiarities of 
one, and many of 
the substances in 
it have magnetic 
properties; as for 
example, i r o n ,  
nickel, cobalt, al
uminum, water, 
copper and bis
muth, . but the 
first three are 
vastly more mag
netic than the 
others. Since in 
an airplane it is 
only iron ( includ
ing steel) that 
will call for any 
serious considera
tion, this sub
stance only will 
be dealt with 
he* re.

There are two 
kinds of magnets,
Natural and Ar
tificial. The for
mer is found in 
the form of lode- 
stone and is never

used in compasses, therefore it ivill not be consid
ered in these articles. The latter is subdivided into 
permanent or hard iron magnets and temporary or soft 
iron magnets. The terms hard and soft have no bearing 
on the temper of the metal, its brittleness or malleabil
ity—a hard iron magnet is one that is not easily mag
netized but which retains its magnetism over a longer 
period than the soft iron magnet which is easily mag
netized. Even a permanent magnet, however, loses its 
magnetism in time.

Dip a bar magnet in some iron filings and it will 
come out as shown in Figure 1 with the filings adhering 
to the ends and the middle left bare. These ends are 
called poles. Magnetism is strongest at the poles, al

though it extends 
down the whole 
length of the mag
net, diminishing 
in strength as it 
approaches the 
middle where its 
strength is not 
great enough to 
counteract f h e 
forces of the 
poles or ends.

Now tie this 
magnet with a 
piece of string 
and allow it to 
hang freely. One 
end will always 
p o i n t  approxi
mately to t he 
north and cannot 
be made to point 
in any other di
rection. This end 
ivill be the north 
seeking or red 
p ο 1 e, a n d the 
other end will be 
the south seeking 
or blue pole.

Zo
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All bar magnets supplied with compasses have their 
ends painted bine and red, or marked north and south. 
The necessity for this will be apparent when we deal 
with the correction of compasses.

lied poles repel each other, blue poles repel each 
other; but a blue and a red pole attract each other. 
This may be expressed by saying that like poles repel 
and unlike poles attract. Hence the red pole is the one 
attracted to the north pole, which must, therefore, be 
a blue pole.

Try it for yourself with two bar magnets. You will 
see that certain ends will repel each other and other 
ends attract each other.

It has been proved that you cannot have a red pole 
without a corresponding blue one; that is to say, two 
ends of a bar magnet cannot be alike. There is a theory 
that any substance capable of being magnetized is com
posed of minute magnets which lie in disorder in all 
directions until the substance becomes magnetized, when 
they all lie in one direction as shown in Figures 2 and 3.

ARTIFICIAL magnets are made in various ways. A 
temporary magnet is made as a piece of iron is 

attracted by some magnet when some of (he magnetic 
properties of the latter will enter it, (Figure 4) but will 
leave it immediately it is detached from the magnet. 
If steel is used instead of iron, it will be found to 
be not nearly so strongly magnetized; but on detach
ment it will retain longer what little magnetism it 
has gained.

A steel bar placed in contact with a magnet will be
come magnetized although only feebly unless the magnet 
is a strong one; but if the steel bar were stroked from 
end to end for some time with a bar magnet, the same 
direction of stroking and (he same end of the magnet 
always being used, a fairly strong magnet would be 
produced. (Figure 5.)

.Other methods are to place the bar on the end of a 
magnet and tap it with a hammer, or to make it red hot 
and let it cool, pointing towards, and in the vicinity of, 
a magnet; but the only way to make a powerful magnet 
is to place a steel bar inside a coil through which a 
strong electric current is passing, when the red and blue 
pojes would be as shown in Figure (i.

It must not be overlooked that magnets are very 
easily demagnetized and care is therefore needed in 
the handling of them. Drop a bar magnet on a hard 
surface and it will immediately lose most of its mag
netism. Allow it to rust or corrode or remain in high 
temperatures and the results will be the same.

As may be well imagined, much of the material that 
goes in an airplane has magnetic properties, particu
larly the following: ammeters, generators, magnetos, 
headphones, and oil or gasoline tanks. Such movable

parts as control columns and rudder-bars are usually 
made of non-magnetic material, but it. is as well in 
correcting a compass to hold the control in the cen
tral position it would occupy in normal flight.

Strong magnetism is set in by the operation of all 
electrical appliances, and electrical conductors are 
generally arranged to overcome this. As may be 
imagined, the ideal position for a compass would be 
where no magnetism other than the earth's could in- 
tluencc it, but, unfortunately, this is impossible ow
ing to the limited space in an airplane, so it should 
be generally realized that even in the best circum
stances a compass, of necessity, functions under ad
verse conditions.

AIRPLANE COMPASSES

There are three distinct types of compasses:
The Magnetic Compass with which we are mainly 

concerned and which is the compass used mostly by the 
airplanes of today. This is directed by the earth's mag
netism.

The Earth Inductor Compass which is a recent de
velopment and not yet popularized, has a pointer oper
ated by electricity produced by reaction with the earth’s 
magnetic field.

The Gyroscopic Compass we are not concerned 
with. It is too heavy for installation in the airplane of 
today. It indicates direction under the influence of the 
earth’s rotation.

The Magnetic Compass. It is as essential for a 'pilot 
to understand the limitations of his compass as it is 
for him to understand its possibilities. Near either of 
the magnetic poles it would be difficult to use a mag
netic compass with any degree of accuracy and there 
are certain other regions where its movements are said 
to be erratic, but, fortunately, these are few and are 
in areas unlikely to be flown over. The compass will not 
indicate the correct direction during steep turns, nor 
when it is being subjected to violent increases or de
creases in speed.

We will not go into the reasons for (his, however, as 
in practice the pilot is only concďrned with the reading 
of the compass when flying straight and at constant 
speeds; under which conditions it may always be de
pended on, provided it is in good condition.

An illustration of one of the best known compasses is 
shown in Figure 7. It is seen that it consists of a bowl 
with a glass face through which the markings on a card 
graduated in degree from 0° to 300° can be seen. Inside 
the bowl on the forward side can be seen a white mark 
which is known as the Lubber Line and it is abso
lutely essential that this line should be exactly par-
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iillel (o the fore and aft axis of the plane. Failing 
this, all the readings of the compass will be inac
curate.

Underneath and attached to the graduated card 
are two or more magnets with their red or north 
seeking ends pointing in the same direction as the 
north mark or the 0° mark on tlie card, which is 
mounted in such a way on a central pivot as 
to allow it freedom to rotate in a horizontal 
direction.

The bowl is tilled with an alcohol solution which 
hampers the movement of the card and keeps it from 
revolving violently on the slightest movement of the 
plane.

NOW follow this carefully a moment and you will 
see exactly what happens. The lubber line in 

the compass bowl is exactly parallel to the fore and 
aft line of the ship, so that whenever you turn, the 
compass being made fast to the ship turns with it, and 
the lubber line will always be pointing in the direction 
you are heading.

However, the card, being controlled by the magnets 
underneath, will always remain steady, the point 
marked Forth on the card will always be pointing 
to the magnetic north. With the turn of the plane 
then the lubber line will 
in effect move round the 
graduations on the card 
until the plane is flying 
straight once more, when 
the graduation then in
dicated will be the mag
netic course on which it 
is now headed.

Under the compass is 
the corrector box fitted 
with holes for the inser
tion of any magnets to 
correct any deviation in 
the compass.

Such is, briefly, a de
scription of a magnetic 
compass. In dealing with 
its repair and mainte
nance it must be at once 
pointed out that with a highly sensitive instrument like 
a compass, even the simplest internal repair is a job for 
trained workmen and should under no circumstances 
be attempted by a pilot.

There are various little points to be noted in con
nection with its care and maintenance.

Hubbles sometimes occur in the bowl through the 
ihjuid evaporating. The bowl should then lie removed

and placed in a position with the filling cap uppermost, 
and a sufficient quantity of alcohol poured in until it 
overflows. A steady compass depends, among other 
things, on a filled bowl and nothing is more trying to 
a pilot than attempting to steer a course with a vio
lently oscillating compass.

The card is generalllv supported on a pivot of agate 
or iridium which rests in a cup generally of sapphire.

Constant vibration or 
heavy landings may wear 
the polish off this jewel 
and cause the card to 
stick. You can test for 
this by placing a mag
netic needle on the bowl 
and deflecting the card 5°.

If on removal of the 
magnet the card returns 
to its original position, 
the compass is Ο. K.; if 
not it must be returned 
to the makers for over
haul.

Sometimes when the 
card comes to rest slightly 
away from its original 
position, the bowl should 
be tapped with the finger. 

This will generally allow the magnet system to find its 
original resting place. If this happens the compass can 
be considered serviceable, for in actual flight the vibra
tion of the motor will serve the same purpose as did the 
finger tapping.

The liquid in the compass bowl generally discolors af
ter a period and should be changed when it reaches a 
point: of discoloration when the compass can no longer 

be read easily.
The only other point to watch out for in your com

pass is to see that none of the devices used to pro
tect it against the vibration of the plane get broken 
or worn. Springs sometimes break or rubber pads 
sometimes get worn. These should be replaced before 
further damage results.

The Earth Inductor Cow pass. As has already been 
stated, lliis instrument is not in general use today, 
but since several notable flights have been accom
plished with its aid, a summary idea of the principles 
under which it works should be understood.

It is composed of three major units; a generator, a 
controller and an indicator.

The generator is connected by a flexible shaft with 
the controller, and by an electric cable with the in
dicator. The generator is the same in principle as 
any other and is driven by a wind vane secured to an 
exposed part of the plane. It has the usual anna-
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An altimeter with a range of 18,800 feet

lure, commutator and a pair of brushes. The brushes 
in this case are supported by a vertical axis on which 
they can be turned, and are connected by electric cables 
to the indicator in the pilot’s cockpit.

The indicator is a galvanometer with an ordinary dial 
with graduations left and right. The pointer in tlie mid
dle of the indicator shows whether you are to the left or 
right of your course, and is electrically connected to the 
brushes.

The controller is so called because it controls tin* posi
tions of the brushes in the generator. It has a dial 
marked with the points of the compass and a crank by 
which it may be turned to any pojnt. The crank is 
mechanically connected with the brushes in the genera
tor and any rotation of it causes a corresponding rota
tion of the brushes; that is to say, if you move the dial 
ten degrees, you also move the brushes an angle of ten 
degrees in relation to the fore and aft line of the plane.

NOW you all know from your car generator that by 
moving the brushes in certain positions a maximum 

and minimum current is obtained, and so it is with this 
generator. A maximum output is obtained when the 
brushes are lying magnetic north and south and a 
minimum output (zero) when, they are lying magnetic 
east and west.

Imagine that you want to steer due east. You turn 
the controller until 90° is showing on the lubber line and 
then turn the plane until the pointer on the indicator is 
at zero. The brushes are turned in two ways; either by 
cranking the dial round or when the ship itself is turned, 
in which case, if course, they turn with it.

When you turned the dial to !)()°, you turned the 
brushes magnetic east and west, and so long as tin; plane 
is on an easterly course the brushes will remain in that 
position, no electricity will be generated and the indica
tor pointer will remain at zero.

Should you turn oil' this course, the brushes turn with 
you and electricity is generated. If you are oil' your 
course to the south the pointer will move to the right to 
an extent, depending on how much you are olf your 
course. You then turn the ship to the left until the 
pointer comes back to zero.

Now suppose you are going to change your course to 
(!ö0; that is, 25° to the left of east where you have just 
been steering. You turn the controller dial round to the 
new course and this will alter the position of the brushes 
20° to ike rujht of the east and west line.

Now when you turn the ship 25°fo the left onto the 
new course, the brushes turning now with the ship are 
once more brought to an east and west position.

It sounds complicated but try it out yourself on paper 
and it will soon become clear. The main point to re

member is that by turning the brushes off an east and 
west line by turning the control dial, you are immedi
ately generating electricity, which is communicated to 
the pointer on the indicator and only ceases when you 
turn the ship on to a correct course and thus place the 
brushes in an east and west position again.

The advantages claimed for this compass is that it is 
easier to steer by than the magnetic type and that tin; 
generator can be installed anywhere on the plane from 
any local magnetic influences.

Do not forget that your compass is the most important 
instrument in the plane, that your personal safety may 
depend on its accuracy and intelligent handling, and 
that your prestige as a pi lot and navigator certainly 
will. Next month we will see how to calculate and ad
just our compass errors.

ANSWERS TO LAST MONTH’S QUESTIONS:

1. Variation 1015 .............................................  24° 15' W.
Decrease (0 X  15) ........................................  2° 15'
Variation 1930 .............................................  22° 00'W.
True Hearing.................................................. ISO0 00'
Variation ......................................................  22° 00' W.
Magnetic Hearing .........................................202° 00'
Deviation ....................................................... (5° 00'W.
Compass Course.............................................20S° 00'

2. Variation 1018................................................  12° 10'.E.
Increase 11 X  12 ..........................................  2° 12' E.
Variation 1030 ....................................................  14° 22' E.
Magnetic Hearing .........................................225° 00'
Variation ......... 1 * 3 4 5............................................  14° 22' E.
True Bearing.................. ...............................230° 22'

3. Compass Course............................................ 38° 00'
Deviation ....................................................... 5° 00' E.
Magnetic Course ..........................................  43° 00'
Variation ....................................................... 18° 15'W.
True Course...................................................  24° 45'

4. Compass error is the net adjustment made to your 
true course for variation and deviation. In Answer 
3 above, 13° 15' W.

The true bearing you obtain from a map or chart 
with the aid of a protractor will have to be converted 
to a magnetic bearing to arrive at the course to be 
steered on your compass. I f you wish to plot a posi
tion line on your map from a bearing obtained in the 
air with a compass, you will first have to convert it 
to a true bearing.

5. Between 1)0° and 135° is a gap of 45° over which a re
duction Of 3° deviation occurs, or 1° reduction for 
every 15° involved. The difference in the deviation on 
a course of 108° will be approximately 1° less than 
the deviation on 90° -j- 4°, and the course to be 
steered by compass would be 104°.

THIS MONTH’S QUESTIONS:

1. How would you remove a compass bubble?
2. How would you test for a sticking of needle?
3. What precautions would you observe in the care of 

magnets?
4. Describe two ways of producing artificial magnets?
5. Under what conditions will a magnetic compass 

fail to indicate true direction?



A  B e i l a n c a  S e a p la n e  Model
A  2  f t .  F l y i n g  R e p l i c a  o f  t h e  P a c e m a k e r

THE Beilanca “Pacemaker” is that organization’s 
latest creation. It is powered with a 300 h. p. 
Whirlwind motor, has the Standard Edo floats, 
and makes an ideal sport seaplane.

The model, if bnilt according to plans and instruc
tions, will give you lots of fun as well as educational 
data on seaplanes. The Beilanca model pictured here 
has flown for more than 50 seconds in twelve consecutive 
flights and weighs only 2-3/4 ounces.

FUSELAGE

First familiarize yourself with the plans and instruc
tions. You will notice that the entire fuselage is made 
of 1/1(5" square balsa. The bracings add considerably 
to its strength and also prevent warping of the fuse-» 
lage under the strain of the motor.

After both sides are properly constructed, they are 
joined together at the top and bottom by cross braces. 
Model making pins will help you retain the streamline 
s h a p e of the 
fuselage.

The nose is 
made with four 
f o r  m e r s, a s 
shown in draw
ing. The two 
f r ο n t formers 
a r e ambroided 
together cross- 
grained to in
sure strength.

On former A 
ambroid t w o 
dress snaps, one 
on top and one 
on bottom, as 
shown in draw
ing. The clasps 
are fastened to 
the nose piece 
as illustrated in 
th e  drawings.
To th e  n o s e

piece is also fastened the motor stick. Square balsa, 
1/1(5"X 1/1(5", is used for stringers on the nose.

A piece of Hat balsa 1/1(5" thick is glued just above 
the windows to serve as a wing mount. Glue another 
wing mount to the other side of the fuselage. Celluloid 
is used for the windows. Cut in squares to fit frames 
and ambroid neatly.

The fuselage may be set aside for the time being while 
work is begun on the wings.

WINGS
The wing ribs are made of 1/32" balsa. For your cen

ter spar use balsa 1/ 8" square cut to the proper length. 
The leading edge is made from 1/8" square balsa and 
the trailing edge from 1/32" bamboo. The wings are 
simple to make and should cause no difficulty.

TAIL SUBFACES 
The tail surfaces include the rudder and 

These

Necessary M ateria ls

3 strips 1 /32" X 2" X 36" balsa

S strips 1 /1Ď" X 1 /16" X 18" balsa
2 strips 15" long bamboo
2 strips 1 /8" X 1 /8" X 36" balsa
1 block 1 /2" X 2" square balsa
1 block 3 /4" X 1-1/2" X 7" white pine
1 strip 1 /8" X 1 /4" X 12" white pine
1 package model making pins
1 2 ounce can white ambroid
7 feet 1 /8" flat Championship

rubber
2 sheets fine Japanese tissue
1 thrust bearing
2 copper washers
2 2 ounce cans banana oil
1 foot No. 14 music wire
1 piece 1" X 10" long celluloid

wins ribs, rudder and elevator 
ribs, struts, pontoon sides 
and bulkheads

fuselage longerons and braces

wing spars 
nose piece 
propeller 
motor stick

eleva tors, 
parts are 

not movable. The 
ribs are cut from 
1/32" balsa. A 
strip of 1/1(5" 
square balsa is 
u s e d f o r  th e  
s p a r running 
through the ele
vators. Bamboo 
bent to shape 
over a candle 
flame and glued 
to the ribs of 
th e  elevators 
and rudder com
pletes this.

Th e stream-
line wing ribs
for the struts
are cut from
1/32"* b a l s a .
(Continned on

na<)c 47)
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The Mysterious Bookcase
By

Edw in  T. 
Hamilton

VERY boy needs a bookcase, 
especially one of this type, 
as it hangs on the wall and 
therefore takes up no valu

able floor space. It is, however 
large enough to hold a first-class 
collection of books.

Its greatest feature, however, is 
a mysteriously hidden drawer, 
which can not be opened unless its 
secret is known. Here is a real
hiding place for all the many articles one may wish to 
keep from prying eyes. Show it to your friends and 
laugh while they hunt for hidden keys, secret buttons, 
pins, or panels, for they will find none of these usual 
things so often used. Why? Because there are none! 
Not a button; not a pin; not a key or panel!

How does it open? What is the secret? How they’ll 
search and how you'll laugh at them. It will be great 
fun, for they can never guess it, unless you tell them 
yourself. The secret drawer can only be opened by re
moving a certain book from the bookcase. Which book? 
Only the builder, knows that. If he wishes, he can so 
construct his drawer that the removal of two books will 
be necessary.

Does all this sound very difficult to build? It isn’t, 
and any boy, handy with a saw, hammer and screw
driver, can construct it. Remember, this is not a crude 
piece of work, which the family will object to having in 
the house, but a finely finished piece of furniture, which 
any member of the family can well be proud of in the 
home.

It can be built cheaply, as its materials are not costly, 
and takes but little time, as its construction is most 
simple.

Build step by step, as given here, and no trouble will 
be had.

BACK

We first build the back of the bookcase. This is made 
of yellow pine. Use this wood on all parts, if available, 
or if not, any soft wood of like nature can be substituted. 
The back should be of 1/2" stock and in one piece, if 
obtainable in this size. It should measure 28" square.

If a board this size cannot be had, two 11" x 2S" pieces 
should be used. Glue these together with hot carpenter’s 
glue, and nail two cross cleats for strength across them. 
Plane on both faces, test with a tri-square to see that 
the finished board is perfectly square, and smooth with 
sandpaper. Place the finished board on a flat table or 
bench, mark the design in pencil on its top edge, and cut 
out with a coping saw.

Finish this new cut smooth with sandpaper. Now

Here's a C racker jack  

Nove l ty  for  

Every  Boy to Bui ld

mark with a pencil the three shelf 
grooves, which are 1/2" wide, and 
cut each out. They should each be 
1/1" deep. Finish with sandpaper. 
The back is now finished and 
should be set aside for future use.

SIDES

The two sides of the case are 
exact duplicates, both being 1/2" 

stock, and constructed from yellow pine, as was the back. 
Square up two duplicate boards 8 1/2" wide and .‘>L" 
long. Lay one of the boards on a flat table or bench, 
mark in pencil along one side the required design, and 
cut out with a coping saw.

Finish smooth by planing both faces and edges, and 
then sandpapering.

Now place the finished side on the duplicate board and 
trace the design on it from the one cut in the finished 
board.

When doing this, make sure that the two straight 
edges of the boards are perfectly matched. Cut the de
sign with a coping saw, as was the other and finish in 
the same manner.

Each of these duplicate side boards have three 1 /2 "x 
1/1" grooves cut in them. Mark 1he.se out in pencil on 
one of the boards and cut them out. ,

Note that these grooves do not extend the full width 
of the side boards, as they did in the case of the back 
piece.

When the three grooves have been cut in one of the 
side boards, obtain the measurements for its duplicate 
side board by placing the unfinished board on top of the 
finished board, making sure that the top and bottom 
edges of both boards match perfectly. Now mark with 
pencil on the unfinished board the exact location of the 
three grooves. Cut these 1/2" wide and 1/1" deep, as in 
the case of the first side board. Finish both boards with 
sandpa per.

Now cut two runners of 1/2" square material, each 
7 1/2" long. These are now attached to the two side 
boards by nails and hot carpenter’s glue. Each is placed 
2 1/2" from the bottom of the side boards, as shown in 
the plans. Before proceeding with the work, make this 
test. Lay the back board on a level surface. Now place 
the two side boards on each side of the back board, so 
that the runners are level with the bottom of the back 
board.

When in this position, the three grooves cut in the 
back and the two sides should meet in a straight line. 
This is important for the shelves of the bookcase fit into 
these grooves, which would be impossible, if they did 
not properly meet.
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SHELVES

All three shelves are duplicates in size, being con
structed from 1/2" stock, and measuring S"x2S 1/2". 
Cut the three shelves to these measurements, using a 

. tri-square to make sure that their sides are squared. 
The upper outside edge of each shelf is slightly rounded, 
as shown in the plans. This can easily be done with a 
plane and then finished smooth with sandpaper. Also 
sandpaper both faces of each shelf. Two of these are 
now finished and should be laid aside with the other 
finished parts.

The third shell' is the one through which the drawer 
lock works. A slot is cut in this shelf board, which 
measures 1/2" x 4". It is 3" from the front edge of the 
board and 1" from the back edge. Sandpaper the inner

edge of the slot, so that they are perfectly smooth.
Jn locating the position of this slot, the builder must 

keep in mind the fact that it must be in such a position 
as to allow a book when in place in the bookcase, to rest 
directly over it. Any place along the shelf may be used. 
A  good way to determine this position would be to take 
a number of books (as many as is needed to fill the lower 
shelf), lay them along the shelf board, and mark with a 
pencil the location of the chosen key book. Between 
these points, cut the slot, and finish as directed above. 
Lay this shelf aside with the other finished parts for 
future use.

DRAWER

Bottom: The bottom of the (Continued on page 43)
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IX modern times much 
is said and written 
about power boats 
of various kinds. Yet 

nothing can take away 
tlie romance connected 
with a sail boat, where 
one does not deal with 
man-made or man-de* 
veloped engines to fur- 
nise motive power (o take one to a given 
destination.

Situations must be dealt with as they 
arise and must be turned to advantage 
by the person in control. Though the 
wind may be blowing in an opposite direction to the 
course set, one gets there just the same.

At intervals great interest is renewed in sail boats 
by races between Sir Thomas Lipton’s challengers and 
the best that America can produce for the great Amer
ica's Cup. Boys want to join in the spirit with their 
own model boats, so here is a set of plans for a 32" 
model.

As is true with large boats, each model boat is a de
velopment of type, rig and the location of the various 
parts, the changing of shape, proportions of the rig, 
probably setting (lie mast in a different position, and 
so on.

Here is a set of plans for a model boat that the builder 
may use as a basis, yet may alter to get more speed, 
perhaps, or greater ease in handling, etc. This he will 
do with any boat.

First, select a piece of white piffe free from knots, 
checks or any other imperfection. It should be well 
seasoned in order that checking will not begin after the 
carving of the hull has been started. Its size should be 
7" x 7" X 33".

Choose the surface for the deck. Lay out the center 
line and from this, lay out the construction lilies as indi
cated in the deck plan.

Next lay out the hull lines according to the plan and 
lay out and cut to shape the required molds for the 
sections A, B, C, D and E.

Δ  T i m e l y  C h a l l e n g e  

t o  t h e

H a n d y  B u i l d e r

If a handsaw is acces
sible, cut the deck lines 
first. Tack these waste 
pieces back again with 
finishing nails so that 
the hull lines may be cut. 
After this has been cut, 
remove all waste ma
terial and start to shape 
the hull. Apply the 

molds frequently so that too much ma
terial is not removed with the spoke 
shave or drawing knife.

After all excess material has been re
moved, the outside of the boat can be 

finished with a medium coarse wood tile and Number 
1-1/2 sandpaper until every tool mark has disappeared.

When the rough work on the outside of the hull has 
been done, the material on the inside may be removed 
with chisel and gauge. As much of this should be re
moved as can be done without endangering the strength 
of the hull.

Two deck beams are necessary. These should be 
placed at about the place where the rudder post goes 
through the hull and where the mast goes. This will 
give material to which to screw the deck, as well as 
strengthen the hull for the -10" long mast.

IIE deck beams having been placed, the inside should 
now be painted. Two heavy coats of white lead paint 

should be applied to prevent the water from soaking 
through and causing the hull to become water-soaked 
and heavy.

Treat the underside of the deck, which is of 1/S" 
white wood, in the same manner. Nail on the deck with 
1/2" Number 20 brads. Then the hull and deck can be 
sandpapered with Number 1/2 or Number 0 sandpaper 
until perfectly smooth. Apply the outside finish in the 
desired color, using a water-line of red or green. Sand 
each color lightly and finish with two coats of spar 
varnish.

Finish the deck in a natural color by applying one or 
two coats of shellac sanded {Continued on pa ye 41)
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Wind Tunnels
(Continued from page 3)
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crashed on Long Island a few months 
ago on its first flight . . . and he was 
killed.”

It was strange to think that the 
tragedy had been foretold bj’ the lit
tle mahogany model in my hand . . . 
that it, too, had crashed in the air- 
tunnel.

M

Close-up of a model suspended in the wind tunnel, looking toward the fan 
and ready for the air to be turned on

door of the experimental chamber is closed and the 
motor started. In a few seconds the plane is ap
proximating the conditions of actual llight. Engi
neers on the control platform above can check up on 
every detail of its action. They can speed up the 
air or decrease its motion. They can maneuver the 
model, so that its stresses are increased as they would 
be in actual flight.

When the model has been given every test, the 
figures are studied by experts, and in many cases 
suggestions can be made which increase its efii- 
ciency or its safety. Λ new model is made and 
tested the same way until at last 
it is pronounced perfect, and the 
construction of the full-size ship 
can be started with the certainty 
that it will be a workable plane.
The testing of models has done 
away with a large percentage of 
the accidents that always happen 
when pilots take a new style or 
“ freak” plane in the air.

ODELS have been tested in the 
larger wind tunnel for such 

world-known outfits as Fairchild and 
Keystone. Sikorsky tested here the 
first model of the plane which was 
later developed into the fighting ma
chine used in the recently organized 
New York City Air Police. Atlantic 
Aircraft, builders of the famous Fok
ker planes, test their models in the 
tunnel.

The smaller tunnel, which is of the 
British National Physical Labora
tory type, of four feet diameter, is 
also used full-time for the same pur
poses in cases where extreme wind 
velocities are not important.

Working with a wind tunnel small
er than this famous one in the Gug

genheim School at New York University, War Depart
ment engineers have developed at McCook Field, Day- 
ton, Ohio, a flow of five hundred miles an hour! In or
der to study more successfully just what happens when 
a stream of air strikes a model plane in the tunnel, en
gineers working for Uncle Sam have discovered a new 
method of photographing moving tvind.

The experiments are carried on in a nineteen-foot tube 
with a two hundred-horsepower fan at the end to suck 
the air through.

The fan used here is like a combination of an air
plane propeller and commercial (Continued on page 50)

ON a worktable near the tvind 
tunnel door stands a little dis

play of models; beautifully carved 
mahogany ships which have been 
tested in the tunnel and from which 
larger prototypes have developed. 
One of them interested me particu
larly, for it consisted of usual mono
plane construction with an oddly 
streamlined nose that widened into 
another wing.

“How did it fly?” I wanted to 
know. The experts smiled sadly.

“Not so well, in the tunnel. That 
nose was unstable. But the inventor 
went ahead and built his plane this 
way, in spite of our report. It

The same model, seen from below, and depicting how the wire suspension is 
achieved. It is facing the air straightener

4
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The Mysterious Bookcase
(Continued from page 3(!)

(1 rawer is made of one piece of 1/4" 
stock, measuring Τ-Γϊ/S " wide and 
27 1/2" long. Plane both faces 
smooth and finish with sandpaper.

Sides: Both side boards of the 
drawers arc duplicates, each being 
constructed from 1/4" stock, and 
measuring 4" high and 7-3/8" long. 
Both faces of each and all edges 
should be smoothed with sandpaper 
for a good finish.

Front: The front of the drawer 
should be constructed of 1/2" stock. 
It is 4-1/2" high and 28" long. Square 
up the board to these dimensions, and 
either plane or sandpaper to a 
siliooth finish. Three grooves are 
now cut in it.

One groove runs its full length, 
being 1/4" wide and 1/4" deep, and is 
located 3/4" from its bottom edge. 
Two grooves of the same size are now 
cut along each side, extending from 
its top edge to within 1/2" of the bot
tom edge, as shown in the plans. The 
long groove holds the bottom board 
of the drawer, while the two side 
grooves hold the side boards. Finish 
smooth with sandpaper.

Back: The back of the drawer is 
made of 1/2" stock and is 3-3/4" high 
and 2S" long. Finish as you did 
with the front board. Three grooves 
are now cut in the back board. One 
runs the full length of the board. It 
is 1/4" wide and 1/4" deep, and is lo

cated 1/4" from the bottom edge of 
the board. The two shorter grooves 
run the full height of the board along 
each side and are the same size. Cut 
these three grooves and sandpaper 
smooth. All parts of the drawer are 
now finished and ready to assemble.

DRAWER ASSEMBLY

Tn the work of assembling the 
drawer hot carpenter’s glue and 
small-liead brads, 3/4" long, are used. 
First fit all parts together carefully, 
see that all joints are correct, and 
(hen drive the nails through tlie vari
ous parts until they just show 
through the wood. Next, coat each 
joint with hot carpenter’s glue, place 
the joints together and drive the nails 
home. Use a nail set on all nails.

When thoroughly dry, scrape all 
excess glue away and finish with 
sandpaper, after filling all nail holes 
and wood blemishes with plastic 
wood.

Owing to lack of space, we 
are compelled to leave out the 
Macfadden Aviation Advisory 
Board article for the Septem
ber issue.

LOCKING DEVICE

This lock is simple to construct, if 
the builder will follow these instruc
tions carefully. First, study the de
tailed drawing of it given under 
“Cross Section of Locking Device” in 
the plans.

Cut a small block of any hard 
wood, as shown under “ Stop Block” 
in the plans. This block should be 
of 3/S" stock. It is 1/2" high at one 
end; 1-1/4" high at the opposite end, 
and 4" long. -V bevel of 1/4" is made 
at the 1/2" end, as shown. Sand
paper all over until perfectly smooth.

A hinge, such as shown in the plans 
under “Cross Section of Locking De
vice”, is now screwed into place on 
the underside of the bottom shelf. 
The second flange of the hinge is now 
screwed into the stop block, as shown 
Test to see that the stop block moves 
freely through the shelf slot, when 
attached to the hinge. The bookcase 
is now ready to assemble.

BOOKCASE ASSEMBLY

The bookcase is assembled with 
nails and hot carpenter’s glue.* Be
fore starting actual assembly, how
ever, the stop block assembly should 
be finished. Screw a staple or screw- 
eye into the top of the stop block, at 
its large end, as shown. Obtain a

BALSA! KIT SETS! Blue Prints!
S A L E

1st grade featherweight

10 sheets 1 /I6"x2"x36" $1.00
5 sheets 1 /16"x2"x36" .50
6 sheets 1 /8"x2,,x36,/ 1.00
3 sheets 1 /8"x2"x36" .60
5 sheets 1 /I6 "x 6 "x l8 " 1.00
3 sheets 1 /16"x6"x24" .90

10 sheets 1 /16"x l"x20" .40
20 sheets 1 /16"x2"xl2" .50
25 sticks 1 /4 "x l /4"x36" 1.10
25 sticks 1 /S "xl /4"x36" 1.00
12 sticks 1 /8 "x l /4"x36" .50
25 sticks 1 /8 "x l /8"x36" .60
25 sticks 1 /8 "x l /8"x20// .45
50 sticks 1 /16 "x l/16 "x20" .50

P R O P * B L O C K S
6 Blocks 5 /8 "x l 1/8"x  7" $ 
6 Blocks 3 /4 "x l 1 /4"x  8"
6 Blocks l" x l  1 /4 "x l0 "
6 Blocks l"x l  l /2 " x l2 "

Postage 15c Extra
on all orders under $1.00

Navy Racer X 600
Th<* Navy Racer m *caUd iib.ru tho linen of the model which recently # broke all 
speed records in England. 
This i« the plane you'll really want to build. \\ hatf a Thrill when you have youř Navy 
Racer assembled—how proud 
you'll l>e at your own skill. 
Λ!ado of featherweight Balsa and Bamboo part·*. Win* 
spnn 22 inches, fusel.-up· 17 inches, altitude over CO feet, 
recorded flight over one minute. Get the Navy Racer plane kit set with all material 
and detailed blueprint ready to build. Send now. Postpaid, S3.00. No stamps.

The S. E. 5 Scout
The S. E. δ Scout plane is ono of the beet flying scale models 
that can he built. Made of featherweight Hal a and Bam
boo part«. Wing span 22 inches, fu*rlngi· 10 inches.
Rises from ground by own power. Recorded flight 45 
second«. It really i« a repro
duction of the old Army pursuit plane; you'll get a real 
thrill when thU ship goes “Zooming" away. G*‘t this 
S. E. 5 Scout plane kit act with all material and detailed 
blueprint ready to build. Send 
now. Postpaid. *3.00. No stamps.

The Hawk
Tho Hawk is tho plane for 
those who havu already built model planes and want to 
build a better one. What a thrill when you have your 
Hawk assembled—how proud you'll he at your own skill. Made of featherweight Balsa and Bamboo parts. Wing epan 24 inches, fuselage 14 
inches. Get tho Hawk plane 
kit s*-t with nil material and 
detailed blueprint ready to build. Send now. Postpaid. 
*3.00. No stamp«.

F U L L  SIZE a n d  SC A L E
24;/ Wingspan

Curtiss Hawk P. 6..................................... $0.40
Curtiss Hawk (Radial P.3.A.) ....................40
Sea Hawk F.7.C.1..........................................40
Boeing Pursuit F.4.B.1................................40
S.E.S.A. Scout (1917) ................................... 40
Vought Corsair ............................................. 40
Waterman O.X.S. (1921) ............................ 40
Travel Air “ Mystery Ship”  ....................... 40
Lockheed “ Sirius” .......................................25
German B.F.W ................................................25
Sikorsky (10 place) .......................................25
Ford Tri-Motor ............................................. 40
Stinson Detroiter ..........................................40

NON SCALE BLUE PRINTS 
Fu,ll Size

Navy Racer (wingspan 20") ................. $0.40
Commercial (wingspan 28") ...........................25Duration Tractor ............................................. 25

SPECIAL SCALE PRINTS 
(All 10" Wingspan)

Curtis Hawk P.3.Λ Travel Air “ Mystery
Ship” .........................................................$0.25

Both planes on one blue print.
Curtiss Hawk P. 6.
Boeing Pursuit................................................. 25
Both planes on one blue print.

5 c
Brings you a complete illustrated booklet 
containing latest model airplanes, and model 
airplane supplies. Full description of ma
terials and equipment needed for each model. 
Every model is designed to tly when made 
according to our simplified plans of con
struction. Don’t fail to send for it.

Hawk Model Aeroplanes
4944 IRVING  PA R K  BLVD ., DEPT. D -4, CH ICAG O , ILLINOIS, U . S. A .
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When you build your own 
models insist on Air Seal 
Balsa.

Air Seal Balsa Wood may be 
obtained f r o m  Airplane 
Model Houses in all sections 
of the country.

Cultivated, selected and Kiln 
Dried. Weight 7 to 11 
pounds per cubic foot.

Our Balsa is used in the con
struction of many of the 
large commercial planes, also 
throughout the country by 
model clubs, schools and col
leges. The very best grade 
of cut sizes may be had in 
quantities.

We have made a study of 
model work and can assure
entire satisfaction as to
quality.

P R IC E S
Including Postage

36" long 6 "  wide 3" thick 1.65
36" long 6"  wide 2 "  thick 1.15
36" long 6"  wide 1 "  thick .75
36" long 6 "  wide Y2"  thick .70
36" long 6 "  wide J4 "  thick .60
36" long 6 "  wide V*'  thick .55
36" long 6 "  wide 1/16" thick .50
36" long 4" wide 1 "  thick .60

Write for fr e e Booklet on
Model Construction.

T H E  F L E IS C H M A N N  
T R A N S P O R T A T IO N  CO., 
Balsa W ood  Sales D ivision  

701 W ashington St.,
New York, N. Y.

327 So. La Salle St., 
Chicago, 111.
245— 11th St.

San F rancisco, Cal.

short but strong spring, and attach 
one end of it to the screw-eye.

Now slip the shell’ into its groove 
in the back board of the case, pull the 
block up until its hinge is perfectly 
straight, and hold the spring up 
against the back of the case. Mark 
tiie place with a pencil, and apply 
another screw-eye at that point.

Now place the sides and other 
shelves in their correct positions, 
and set the drawer in place. Test 
to see if the stop block properly locks 
(lie drawer when in place with a book 
over it. Remove the book and see 
that the spring pulls the block up out 
of the track of the drawer, thus re
leasing it. When adjusted correctly, 
actual assembly may be undertaken.

Drive small-head .’5/4" brads at in
tervals along the joints, until their 
points just show through the wood. 
When finished, coat 1 lie joints with 
hot carpenter’s glue, drive the nails 
home and use a nail set on each.

Apply a tri-square to all corners 
before the glue sets, making sure that 
all corners are perfectly square. A l
low four hours for thorough drying 
at least, and twenty-four for 
hardening. When hard, scrape all 
(races of excess glue away, and finish 
with a thorough sanding. Use a 
coarse paper to start and a fine sand
paper for file finish. Now apply 
plastic wood to all nail holes, wood 
blemishes, etc., and then give the en
tire bookcase a complete sandpaper
ing.

Stand the bookcase up against a 
wall and insert its drawer. See that 
the drawer moves in and out freely. 
Fill the .bottom shelf with books, 
l'ush the drawer into place and try 
to pull it out without removing the 
key book. The drawer should remain 
locked. Now remove the key book 
from the shelf and test the drawer 
again. It should come out easily 
now.

FINISHING

Before applying any finish, the 
method of hanging should be decided.

How to Build a 3 2 "
(Continued ft

and two coats of spar varnish. An 
effective finish can be made by lay
ing off the deck in lines 1/4" apart, 
which gives the appearance of plank
ing.

The lead weight for the keel should 
be cast and fastened to the hull be
fore painting.

To make the mast strut or step, 
take a piece of sheet brass of Num
ber 20 gauge and solder it to a piece 
of 5/8" brass tubing. Drill holes in 
the plate for screws.

The rudder port or tubing for the 
rudder post to pass through the hull 
is made of 3/lfi" brass tubing sol
dered to a square brass deck plate.

Two good methods can be used. The 
first, and the one the designer recom
mends, is to bore two 1/4" holes 
through the back of the bookcase, 
just above the top shelf. Then at
tach the case to strong hooks screwed 
into the wall. The second method is 
to nail the bookcase in place on the 
wall. In this method, care must lie 
taken to apply very strong nails, and 
at least four should be used—two 
above the top shell’ and two just 
above the bottom shelf.

In hanging the bookcase, it must 
be remembered that such a case 
weighs considerable, especially when 
filled with books, and therefore re
quires strong fastenings.

IN finishing the bookcase, color 
should be chosen from the color 

scheme prevailing in the room in 
which the case is to be hung. A good 
lacquer will be found best, as it is 
easily applied, dries quickly, and 
leaves a clear, smooth finish. Two- 
tone colors are in favor for such 
pieces, and will be found most pleas
ing. The drawer should be finished 
in clear white enamel on the inside, 
but care must be taken that its front 
is finished in the same color as the 
other front parts of the case, as it is 
a “ hidden” drawer.

Do not paint the runners on their 
tops, nor the bottom edges of the 
drawer sides, as these must run over 
each other smoothly, when opening 
or closing the drawer, and paint is 
liable to cause sticking.

Be sure your brush is thoroughly 
clean. If purchasing a brush, ask 
for a one-inch size, as it will be 
plenty large enough for the work.

Allow the paint forty-eight hours to 
thoroughly harden, before hanging 
the case to the wall. No drawer 
handle is needed, as the drawer can 
be easily opened by grasping it from 
the bottom edge. It is purposely left 
.oil’ to enable the drawer to be better 
hidden.

Get busy! Build this mysterious 
bookcase—show it to your friends, 
and the fun begins.

Model Racing Yacht
om page 3Í))

Allow the tube to project above the 
plate about 3/l(>" through the deck.

The rudder post is of 1/8" brass 
rod soldered to the rudder of gal
vanized iron.

Material for the sails should be 
long cloth of good quality.

First quality, straight grained 
white pine free from imperfections is 
used for the mast and spars.

A dozen brass screw-eyes are 
needed. The cleats can be made of 
1/4" brass rod 1" long. Care should 
be taken to leave 1/4" in the middle 
where the hole is bored for the 
screws. The rest can be filed to 
shape with a fine, fiat file.
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From the Ground Up

him. lie turned and waved to Hie six 
figures running toward him. Then he 
turned his attention back to the man 
with him, who had moved slightly.

The man's eyes opened and stared 
nt the boy. A faint grin creased the 
pale cheeks of the man.

"Well, what happened?”
Excitedly Larry questioned, “Are 

you hurt much?”
The pilot frowned and muttered, 

“Forehead.” He tried to move and a 
spasm of agony twisted his lips, 
“The arm is busted, I guess.”

“The others are right here,” Larry 
fold him. “They can take you back 
to the field.”

He heard footsteps.
"flow'd you find me?” asked the 

flyer.
"I saw the plane fall,” Larrv ex

plained. “And then I saw you jump. 
I came over as fast as I could. I was 
afraid of these rocks.”

The man smiled again. “Good 
kid,” he murmured. Suddenly 
they were surrounded by six men, 
all in their flying equipment, their 
faces staring anxiously from beneath 
their close-fitting helmets.

“Very bad, Billy?” One of them 
leaned down by Larry’s side and 
peered into the injured airman's pate 
face.

“Xo, but get me back to the field. 
This arm begins to hurt—” He

(Continued from pa<je G)
stopped abruptly as a spasm of pain 
shot through him. Then he went on, 
“The kid here found me right away. 
Good thing I didn’t wait for you.” 
lie smiled. Larry experienced a sud
den tightening of the throat as he. 
realized that for the first time he 
was being considered as one of them.

“ gHIXE,” said one of the men back 
■  ̂of Larry. “But what hap

pened?”
In a few words Billy explained. 

(Already Larry thought of him as 
Billy. He determined to ask the 
man's name the first second he had a 
chance.) "When we took off, I noticed 
she was very sluggish. I thought 
first I wouldn’t get her up at all. 
But finally we got away, and then I 
found she wasn’t hitting properly. As 
far as I could see, the feed line was 
choked but I couldn’t understand 
that because I had just given her a 
thorough overhaul before we came 
up. Then she got on fire and down 
we came.”

“Very strange,”  muttered another 
man whom Larry judged to be a me
chanic.

“ .Meantime,” said the man called 
Billy, “ let’s get back to the field. 
But why don’t a couple of you take a 
look at the sliip? I can wait, if you 
give me a drink of water.”

“Okay. Come on, Sam.” The tall

man back of Larry and the mechanic 
started away from the group. Larry 
got up quickly.

He asked timidly, “Can T go with 
them and look? I’d like to.”

“Sure, kid, come on,” invited the 
tall man. Larry hurried up to them 
and together the three picked their 
way carefully across the narrow 
stream where tumbled rocks made a 
natural if unsafe bridge across the 
muddy current.

Scarcely one hundred yards away 
was the wreck of the small gray 
monoplane, now a torn and twisted 
mass of metal and charred embers. 
It had fallen halfway in a deep pool, 
and the cowling covering the engine, 
where the fire had begun, was sub
merged in the water. It had not 
burned any more, except that Hie 
wings were smashed and charred be
yond recognition.

They went to it. and closely exam
ined the wreckage. The fuselage was 
wedged between two big rocks, so 
that it was possible for one of them 
to climb down toward the cockpit. 
But when the tall man tried it, f ’e 
wreck teetered and slipped, and al
most plunged completely in the river.

"Let me try it, sir!” Larry begged 
eagerly. “I ’m lighter, and you can 
hold on in case she starts to go.”

“Xo, let it go,” objected the me
chanic. “What’s the difference. You

MOSKITO MODELS AND SUPPLIES
M O S K IT O

F L Y E R
$1.00 p. p.

R e c o r d  E n d u r a n ce  
model. Five minute 
flights or more easy 
with our special pro
peller and new kind 
o f wing construction.
K it absolutely com 
plete full sized layout.
Free extra propeller.
W ire  f i t t in g s  b e n t  
ready to use. Aero 
dope and cement. Balsa construction through
out. Adjustable for height or distance. Flics in 
small room or out of doors. Own a Moskito 
Flier—$1.00 postpaid.

IREAD THESE STA RTL IN G  PRICES
J Orders less than $.50 not filled

Large Tubes Aero C em ent...................
; 2 oz. bottles Aero D ope............................

2 oz. bottles thinner................................
1 Cement in Cans—2 oz..............................
! Small tubes cem en t./.............. ..........
. Houles Banana Oil with brusli..........
1 Sheets Jap Tissue Paper 21 x 25" 

Sheets Jap Bamboo Paper 2 -1 x 3 6 ".. 
i Sheets Cellophane 1 2 x 2 4 " . . . .
I Sheets Three Ply Veneer 1 2x2 4" 

Following strips oi rubber in lengths 
1 oi 25 and 100 feet—

1 /1 6 x 1 /3 2 ” ................................................
1 /1 6 x 1 /1 6 "  ................................................
1 /8 X 1/8" ....................................................
1 / 8" flat........................................................
3/16" flat........ .............................................
Pcs. Xo. 60 Prill W ire 36" long........
Piano Wire. 10 it. rolls ......................
Spools oi Steel Hair W ire ......................
Pcs. Flat Bamboo each 15" long........
Winders ..................................................
Packages Aluminum Powdcr._..............
Fittings — Envelopes containing the 

following— 1 propeller hanger, 1 
shaft. 1 small wing clip. 1 large 
wing clip, 1 wire can, 1 rear hook, 
two washers, two bearings..........

MOSKITO FLIER <

All prices postpaid.
15 .10

.20 .10

.20 Propeller Blocks (Shaped) 6"  long . .OS each

.25 2 c for each additional inch of

.10 length up to 16".

.10 Propeller Blocks (Shaped) 7" long.. .10 each

.05 .12

.14 .. .. .. 9» ·. .14

.12 .. .. K)-' ·' .16 **

.30 ■' "  "  11"  ·' . . .18.. ., 12" ·* ,20 "
.01 per foot

.. .. , 6v, .. .28
Bentwood Propellers 6 "  long.. . . . .12 ·*

.02

.01
2c for each additional inch of

«  «1 length up to 16".
.01 Bentwood Propellers 7" long. ..........

·· ** R" "  ..............
.14

.10 each .16

.01 per foot ■’ *· ·.)■· “  .............. .18

.10 each “  ·' 10" ·' .............. .20
.02 *· "  11*  "  .............. .22
.30 ■· ■· 12"  “  ............ .24
.10 ** 16" ■' .............. .32

Balsa Wing Rib Sets. ...................... .35 per set
Balsa Entering Edge Sticks................ .10 each
Small Wheels ........................................ .. .02
Medium W heels.......................................... .03

.10 per pkg. Large W heels.......... .“. ............................... .0a

11 W . 42nd St., N . Y . C.

M O S K IT O  
T A N A G E R
$1.00 p. p.

This safety model, big 
sensation^ of the New 
York Aviation Show, is 
g u a r an  t eed  R.O.G., 
R.O.YV. and to rise off 
snow or icc. Will not 
dive, tailspin or ground- 
loop. Uses newly dis
covered safety princi
ples. Complete kit con
tains bentwood pro
peller, extra propeller 
blank, all wood cut to 

fit, cement, dope, fittings already made, etc.
Also full size blueprints. Everything to
make this amazingly stable, long flying, safety 
model, the best plane.

OTHER MOSKITO 
FLYING MODELS

Besides the models shown above we have 
model kits o f three other M oskito Planes. 
The following models are guaranteed to 
have same fine quality of design, proven per
formance and expert construction as those 
already described. Kits for all three planes 
named below are absolutely complete with 
extra propeller blanks, full size plans, etc. 
Immediate shipment.

B A B Y  R .O .G .— 50c PO STPA ID  
H alf size duplicate o f M oskito Flier. Has 
made 4 minute flights indoors.

T W IN  PU SH E R — $2.25 POST PA ID  
10 minute flights, all balsa, wingspread 3 0 "; 
weight ozs. Ready to build with parts 
form ed. Free winder.

C A B IN  T R A N S P O R T — $2.75 
Has flown 1000 feet. 36" wingspread; weight 
3 ozs. All Balsa. 12" propall carved. Ribs 
and fuselage sides made.
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BALSA WOOD 
SALE! !

FOR
G L ID E R S  A N D  

M O D E L  A IR P L A N E S
BEST QUALITY BALSA WOOD 

that can be bought for gliders or fly
ing: models. Select imported South 
American, Kiln Dried, Specially Cut, 
straight-grained stock in sheet, plank 
and strip sizes.
1/32" X 3" X 36" — .20 per sheet
1/16" X 3" X 36" — .20
1/16" X 6 "  X 36" — .35
1/8" X 3" X 36" — .22
1 / 8 "  X 6 "  X 36" — .38
1/4" X 3" X 36" — .25
1/4" X 6 " .x  36" — .45
1 /2" X 3 " X 3 6 " -  .35 “
1 /2" X 6"  X 36" — .68 “

(ADD 15c extra for packing charge 
on sheet orders of less than $ 1 .00. If 
sheet is ordered with plank omit this 
extra charge)
1" X 6 "  X 36" — .75 per plank

2 "  X 6 "  X 36" — 1.00 it “
2 "  X 3" X 36" — .SO “ “
2 "  X 5" X 40" — LOO u “

(special bundles of 25 strips)
1 / 8 " X 1 / 8" X 36" — .60 per bundle
1/4" X 1/4" X 36" — 1.25 it
1 / 8" X 3 /8 " X 40" — 1.50 “ “
(the 1 / 8 "  X GO sizes are twin-

pusher sticks)

IM PORTANT ! !
ADD 15c extra to orders from Can

ada and West of the Mississippi 
NO FOREIGN Coin or Postage 
stamps accepted. Make all payments to

A. A. C. Model Aircrafters
DEPT. M.

4719 Third Avenue, N. Y. C.
(Send 2c stamp for complete balsa 
wood and model airplane supplies 
price list. DEALERS W RITE FOR 
SPECIAL RATES.)

FLYI NG C L U B  P I N S . ·  . - 35^
F R E E  C A T A L O G

D e s ig n  S h o w n  s i lv e r  p la te  3 5  c e n t s  e a c h , $3 .5 0  
d o z . G o ld  p la te  o r  s t e r l in g  s i lv e r  50  c e n t s  e a c h , 
$ 5 .0 0  d o t  M a d e  w it h  a n y  6  le t t e r s  o r  le s s ; 

N o . *806 2 c o lo r s  e n a m e l .

BASTIAN BROS. CO. 969 Ba.tLm Bid*., RocLe.ltr. N. Y.

You MUST Build the 
MYSTERY BOOKCASE!
Here’s a novel and good-looking piece 

of furniture that every house needs. It 
has a SECRET drawer! Doesn’t that 
intrigue you?

Only you will know how to open the 
drawer, and think what fun that will 
create when others try hut fail to unearth 
the secret!

Plans and instruction on how to build 
the Mystery Bookcase arc to be found in 
this issue of J u n io r  M e c h a n ic s  and  
M odel A irtlan e  N ews.

Build it—and sec what a crackcrjack 
it is!

won’t he able to find anything.”
The tall pilot turned to Larry. 

• Think you can do it? Wc don't want 
any more accidents today.’’

“You just watch me,” Larry re
sponded swiftly. Ho clambered past 
the upturned rudder, and slid down 
slowly and precariously until he had 
found a footliold near the cockpit. 
II is eyes roved among the unfamiliar 
instruments on the hoard, all badly 
smashed, in an effort to discover a 
clue to the sudden disaster. .Mean
while the others held tlie plane in 
position.

“ No use looking there, sonny. That 
won’t tell you anything,” Larry 
heard the tall pilot say. “Look ahead 
of you.”

“ I can’t get under there to see,” 
Larry pointed out. “ It's all messed 
up.”

“Look at the gas tank,” directed 
the mechanic. The two men rested 
their hands on tHe fuselage, ready to 
take hold if the light plane showed 
any sudden tendency to slide off in 
the water. As Larry watched, an 
other of the men who had landed, 
one he had not noticed closely before, 
came across the stream and joined 
them.

“What do you find?” he asked.
“Nothing yet, Heinze,” replied the 

tall llier. He turned to Larry. “Can 
you see anything, sonny?” he called.

Only by force of will could Larry 
address himself to his task again.

The man they called Heinze had 
made instantaneously a peculiar im
pression on him. Perhaps it was the 
way he looked at Larry, or his 
strange eyes. Just as Larry turned 
away, he caught the mechanic wink
ing at him.

Reassured, Larry dismissed Heinze 
from his mind and returned to his 
work.

lie found the gas tank, and peered 
closely at it.

“Say!” lie shouted.
“Wiiat?” All three men on the 

Lank pressed forward. Larry turned 
and found Ileinzc’s queer gaze riv
eted on him.

“ Well?”  snapped the tall pilot im
patiently.

“There are three bullet-holes in 
the tank!”

Mingled exclamations arose from 
the lips of the tall pilot and the me
chanic. Heinze glared angrily, turned 
and left them. He hurriedly joined 
the group around Riddle, (lie injured 
man.

“Major Riddle,” the mechanic 
jerked his head toward (lie others, 
“will be glad to know about this.”

What is the ritt die of the three hul
let holes? What caused the crash?

Follow Larnfs exciting path to 
fame, in the next instalment cf 
“From the Ground Up'’ in the Oc
tober issue of M odel A ir p l a n e  N e w s . 
On all news stands September 23d.

The Am erican Sky Cadets
{Continued from page 15)

All others: Templin, Disston saw 
furnished by W. & F. Hardware Co.; 
Fred Slockett, M odel A ir p l a n e  N e w s  
subscription.

Special event: rise off the ground, 
the plane taking off and landing, the 
winner getting no points and only the 
winner counted: James Starkey, 
Cadet System of instruction books, 
four volumes, donated by the Platte 
Valley Airways. His rise off’ the 
ground time was 22 seconds.

No girls competed for t he special 
prize offered by Greeley Dry Goods 
Co.

B o y  S c o u t  T roop

Boy Scout Troop Number 2, Gree
ley, of which Jack Allison is scout
master, won the special troop prize 
tlirough the efforts of two of its 
troop members, Reginald Templin 
and Fred Slockett. The troop was

presented a Bauer & Black first aid 
kit, the gift of Gilbert-Bishop Drug 
Company.

Manager Harry Asliton of the 
Sterling Theatre, who was host to 
the competitors in the contest at a 
free theatre party, presented the 
gifts on behalf of the Tribune.

Troop 2 of the Boy Scouts was the 
only one to enter two of its members 
in tlie contest.

Now—a word or two about the 
chief prize winners:

James Starkey, winner of the con
test, is an eighth grade student at 
Training School of Colorado State 
Teachers College. He built, for the 
non-flying model contest, a Youglit 
Corsair which was given 48 points 
out of a possible 50 by three judges. 
In addition to second place in the 
outdoor flying contest, he won the 
indoor Hying contest, one plane re-

Due to an oversight on 
our part, this photo 
was published as that 
of Tommy Hilton. In 
reality it is Winfield 
Tatro of Portland, Ore. 
and his model plane
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malning in the air for 70 seconds. 
11<> also won the sweestakes prize for 
non-living planes and (lie sweepstakes 
prize for jiving planes, awarded for 
(lie longest flight either indoors or 
out. Jle had a total of 50 points.

Starkey's parents have a cottage 
camp near the Greeley municipal air
port and his interest in planes is 
very keen. ITe spends most of his 
time, out of school, at the airport.

His Yought Corsair was a single- 
motored biplane mounting two ma
chine guns and has movable controls. 
It was built from blueprints.

Walter Calland, junior at Greeley 
high school, was winner of the sec
ond grand prize with a total of 40 
points; winner of first in senior high 
school scale model; second in the 
scale model sweepstakes; first in the 
outdoor flying for senior high school 
and first for outdoor senior high.

Calland’s plane was a Sikorsky 
twin-motored amphibian, the most 
unusual in appearance of those en

tered in the contest. He built it from 
a picture of the airplane.

It has a glass-enclosed boat cabin, 
double tail assembly and folding 
wheels.

-V special prize, not included in 
the point awards, was won by James 
Starkey, who built a plane with a 
motor other than elastic to take off 
the ground. It. took off the lloor of 
the gymnasium, remained in the air 
for 2 seconds, and made a splendid 
landing. He was given the set of 
ground work instruction books do
nated by the local airplane com
pany.

Outdoor living tests were on the 
municipal airplane field, Greeley. 
Indoor tests were at Gunter Hall, 
the large gymnasium of Colorado 
State Teachers College. Boys from 
all parts of the county entered the 
contest.

Although several girls made entry 
in the non-flying plane contest, none 
entered planes.

Another FREE Offer!

m issedoutonthe SPO R T 
CLEVELAN D  T R A IN E R

summer offer, 
here’s a

How to Build a Bellanca Seaplane
Mode!

BIG FREE OFFER 
on the new CLEVELAND

(Con Hinted from page 2!))

Balsa 1/10" square is used for the 
leading and trailing edges. Sand
paper down smoothly after all are 
completely dry. Refer to the draw
ings in making the struts. To elimi
nate intricate work, the small hori
zontal part of the struts where they 
join the fuselage has not been incor
porated.

PONTOONS
The pontoons are easy to make. 

The sides are traced and cut from 
1/32" thick balsa. Ambroid the bulk
heads, which are cut from 1/32" bal
sa, in their proper places. Set aside 
to dry.

PROPELLER
The propeller is cut from white 

pine 3/4" X1-1/2" X 7" long. Cut out 
to shape and smooth all roughness. 
Before inserting the shaft, balance 
properly.

COVERING
Japanese tissue is used for cover

ing. Banana oil is bust to use for 
gluing. Pull gently on the paper to 
remove all wrinkles. The pontoons 
are covered on top and bottom only. 
Give two coats of plain banana oil, 
which will make them absolutely 
waterproof. One coat of banana oil 
is given to the wings, struts, tail sur
faces and fuselage.

ASSEMBLING
First attach the wings to the sides 

of the fuselage. Small model making 
pins will help hold the wings in their 
proper places. The dihedral angle is 
3/8". Allow a few hours to dry.

The next to bé attached are the 
struts. Glue in proper places as 
shown in drawings. Place the model 
upside down when in the process of 
drying. The tip ends of the struts 
rest directly on the seventh rib from 
the fuselage. Pins will help hold the 
struts securely.

The tail assembly is glued on next. 
First put on the stabilizer. Have it 
pointing slightly downward so that 
the plane will climb easily. Now the 
rudder is glued in position. Allow 
ample time to dry.

The pontoons are next to be assem
bled. Balsa wood l /S " x l /4 "  stream
lined and cut to proper length, as 
shown in drawing, is used for struts. 
The first two are ambroided directly 
underneath the first wing struts and 
to its base on the pontoons.

The rear struts are glued under
neath the rear wing struts and to the 
base on the pontoons. Use model 
making pins and set tightly. Be sure 
to have the tail up in Hying position. 
Set aside to dry for a few hours.

Fse seven feet of 1/S" fiat rubber 
for motive power.

FLYING
Your model is about ready to fly. 

Hold it about five feet above the 
ground and launch. It should glide 
to a smooth landing. If a bike or 
pond is nearby, take it there for a 
test. Wind it about fifty times for a 
taxi run. It will probably jump clear 
of Hie water and land soon after.

Xow wind Ihe motor about one- 
hundred and fifty or two hundred 
times. Give the plane a slight push, 
heading it, into the wind. Longer 
flights may be obtained by launching 
it by hand.

A M P H I B I O N
(Modeled after Sikorsky)

1  Those who com 
plied with the
rules of the
Summer Offer in 
connection with
the Great Lakes 
S p o rt  T ra in er  
can now tclect 

_  and r e c e iv e —
, , *  AB SO LU TE LY
FREE— any 6 of our standard 8 j i  x 11" Drawings. For
boys who failed to get in on this party, we are making the 
same offer again— this time in connection with the keen, 
newly-designed Cleveland Amphibion (modeled after 
Sikorsky). Boys who participated in the previous offer 
may also get in on this one— and receive 6  more Drawings, 
different Irom the ones they already have.

H ere’ s the W a y  to  G et Y o u r  FREE Set
Just send in your order for the Cleveland Amphibion Kit; 
build your model; take a "snap" of it completely assem
bled; then mail the "snap" to us with name and address— 
by OCT. 1st.— and we’ll rush to you ABSOLUTELY 
FREE any 6 of our standard 8 .’ Í x  11" Drawings you se
lect from our catalog. Kit complete with super-detailed 
drawings and instructions costs only $3.30. (If you want 
it on Time Payments, send a-dollar-and-a-tlimc now, and 
the same amount twice a fain as soon as you can, and your 
Kit will be rushed to you upon receipt of final payment. 
Your down-payment assures you of getting in on this 
FREE offer.) Ask Mother and Dad to help you. D on’ t 
waste a minute— get started right away!

Send to r  N e w  N o te b o o k  a n j  Catalog
Shows entire Cleveland-Designed "Blue Diamond”  Line 
of Models. Supplies and Drawings. Serves as Binder for 
your Scale Outline Drawings and Data Sheets. Worth a 
dollar, hut- only 25c. Present supply limited, so get 
YOUR copy NOW . (Stamps not accepted.)

CLEVELAND MODEL &  SUPPLY GO
Model Engineers

18 66  N. W e s t  57th St., C lev e la n d , O hio

CLEVELAND M ODEL & SU PPLY CO.. 9-30-N
1866 N. W . 57th S t., C leieln nd, O.
Gentlemen: Enclosed find my check (or M. O.) in pay
ment for items marked "x . _ (Last opportunity to get
the Trainer at 54.95. New price Sö.60.)
______ Cleveland Amphibion K it . i ..............................53.3!)
______ Down Payment on Amphibion K it----------------------- -
______ Great Lakes Trainer K it______________________ 4.95
______ Down Payment on Trainer K it___________________
______ N otebook and Catalog___________________,-—  -to
______ 12 Seale Outline Drawings (July ad lists

Nos____________order by N o.)_____________ 1.50

(Please Print Plainly) 
Address--------------------------------------------------

City & State.

M odel Experience______ Yrs---------- Age---------- Yrs-------- -
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© GET A Seller 

GLIDER MODEL

n ew ... b ig ... thrilling
Boy, here's what you’ve been waiting 
for . . . glider models, big and realistic! 
And how they glide! Just try one and see 
for yourself. Motorless flights— it’s the 
biggest, newest idea in aviation . . . and 
here it is in miniature. Get into i t . . . n o w !  
Send for one of these simple construction 
sets, with plans and directions so complete 
you can't go wrong. First, biggest, best. 
Y o u r  m o n e y  b a c k  if you're not satisfied 
with your kit. Newest idea in model flying

S-J .15 /T7J/7
postpaid  for the ^ 4

38" PRIMARY
J r xGLIDER

$ 2 * 1 5
postpaid  for the im 
proved
4-2" ADVANCED 

GLIDER

Add 15c west o f  M ississippi or Canada
Get a Solley folding 
razor-b lade m odel- 
maker’s knife . . . 
safe, useful . . . 18c 
A d ju sta b le . P itch  
Alum inum  P rop e l
ler. 8 "  60c, 10"  75c. 
Ask your dealer, or 
send 5c for catalogue 
of models and sup
plies.

V

Selley
Mfg. Co., Inc.

1379 Gates Ave.f Brooklyn, N. Y.
Pioneer Model Builders Since 1909

S E N D  N O W  ·
MODEL AEROPLANE SUPPLIES
Send 5c for bundle of Balsa and Price List 

on Supplies,
AERO SHOP, 3050 Hurlbut Ave., Detroit, Mich.

3 Minutes 50 Seconds
With This Pioneer C abin .Plane 

In A Contest
Seldom do you see such records with models 

ns realistic as 'this plane. Easy to build, big 
36" wing cabin job. Complete kit including hand 
carved propeller, all materials, blueprints, and
detailed instructions postpaid..........................  S2.9S

22 Minutes 30.4 Seconds 
With Pioneer’s Twin Pusher 

This record made in competition and certified 
to the Ν.Α.Λ. Many Rights of 5 to 15 minutes 
recorded with this model. Kit includes genuine 
hand carved propellers. _ all material cut to size, 
ribs stamped. 3 blueprints, etc. Complete, easy
to buiid. Postpaid ..............................  $2.98

Bargain Experimental Kit 
One of Pioneer's most popular kits for the boy 

who wishes to experiment. Contains balsa prop 
blocks, veneer, spars, strips, glue, hearings— 
enough of everything to Iniild several models.
Postpaid com plete..............................................  .. 85c

Model Simplics at Bargain Prices
100 ft. 1 /8" rubber motor .. ................ $ .75
1"  X 5" X 40" selected balsa plank..................  1.00
9 cylinder motors. 3" diameter.............................. 50
2 oz. clear cement . . . .  ........................................25
5 sheets 21" x 31" Jap T issue..................................25
No, 1 Geared Winder, double book s....................35
Sikorsky Scale model plans . . . ........................20

Add 10c for orders under $1.00 
Send 5c for C ata log “ M "

Get our catalog—everything for the model 
builder—you get results with Pioneer Kits and 
supplies.
PIONEER MODEL AIRPLANE SUPPLY CO.

C h a m p a ign . Illin ois

Δ  Course in A irp lane  Designing
I Continued from piifjc 16)

1, or at the center of the gear, as 
in Figure 2.

The tail skid is usually equipped 
with shock cord, but on some ships 
tlie skid itself is made of a steel 
spring, which serves the double pur
pose of a skid and a spring. On 
full-size ships the tail skids are often 
turn able; that is, they are installed 
so that the}T can turn through a cer
tain arc to facilitate the maneuver
ing of the ship when on the ground.

On models, however, this practise 
is rarely advisable because the model 
airplane is seldom called upon to 
turn in taxi-dug, and especially be
cause this type of tail skid may 
cause the ship to ground loop.

A ground loop is a comparatively 
sharp turn made by an airplane on 
the ground, usually out of control of 
the pilot after a certain stage, be
cause the slipstream does not strike 
the rudder, lienee depriving the pilot 
of rudder control.

When models ground loop they of
ten do some damage, such as a bro
ken wing tip. A fixed tail skid will 
do much to prevent this damage.

PLACEM EN T OF LAN D IN G  G E A R

In the old days of flying, before 
three-point landings were even 
thought of, it was a common prac
tise to put a long skid on the laud
ing gear, projecting out under and 
in front of the propeller, to prevent 
damage to the prop in landing.

Now, with all of the larger ships 
landing in stalled position, they have 
no use for a skid such as mentioned 
above, but our models still land out 
of the glide with the nose down and 
are susceptible to nosing over.

Propeller damage is quite com
mon and props are certainly not the 
easiest part of the model airplane to 
make. Skids, however, are unsightly 
and out of date. Therefore, the best 
course left open for the model 
builder is to move his landing gear 
forward.

As shown in Figure .°», an air
plane landing in gliding position 
XVi 11 need to have the landing gear 
far enough ahead to insure safety 
from nosing over. It should be noted

here that man- 
carrying air
planes would 
never be laud
ed in this posi
tion intention
ally, as a great 
b o u n c e  and 
probable dam
age to the ship 
would result.

Models, how
ever, are light 
and fly slowly, 
and for this 
reason th e y  
rarely bounce 
very high when 
landing in this 
way.

As we see in 
the sketch, the friction of the wheels 
on the ground (increased by any ob
struction they may strike) exerts a 
movement tending to nose the ship 
over. Likewise, if the center of grav
ity is not behind the support when 
the ship strikes, the ship will nose 
over.

The solution is, then, to place the 
landing gear far enough forward 
that the weight will overcome all ten
dency toward nosing over. But here 
we must use common sense. If the 
undercarriage is placed too far for
ward, the ship will exhibit an exas
perating tendency to ground loop.

I f  the ship has the center of grav
ity well forward, place the landing 
gear well forward; if the center of 
gravity is toward the rear, move the 
landing gear back.

A safe rule is to place the landing 
gear so that when the ship is in its 
steepest gliding angle, the center of 
gravity is an inch or so behind the 
axle; that is, so that a line dropped 
straight down from the center of 
gravity will pass behind the wheel.

It is obvious that the propeller 
must have sufficient clearance to 
avoid contact with the ground under 
the ordinary conditions.of landing.

LANDING LOADS
Since the model airplane very rare

ly makes a three-point landing, we 
will consider only the “ tail-high” 
landing, the “ pancake” landing and 
the side-load landing.

In a tail-high landing, shown in 
Figure 3, the loads imposed upon 
I he landing gear and transmitted to 
(he fuselage structure are compara
tively great. The ship is losing alt 5- 
lude quite rapidly and, as it strikes 
Hie ground, its vertical velocity 
(speed of drop) is suddenly reduced 
to zero.

With the weight of the ship 
stopped in its vertical descent, a larg·· 
load is thrown oil the landing gear. 
For this reason the parts of liie 
undercarriage should be strong 
enough to stand a load of many times 
the ship’s own weight.

For the tail-high landing, it should 
be understood that the ship, while it
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is moving forward, is dropping at 
ilia same time.

Tlie two velocities (horizontal and 
vertical) combine when the ship is 
gliding down at an angle but when 
it strikes the ground, the vertical 
velocity vanishes and the horizontal 
velocity is left. '

We shall discuss this matter a lit
tle later on and try to clear it up 
more than is possible in this article.

In a “pancake” landing the ship 
drops to the ground in nearly level 
position. The loads imposed in this 
type of landing are mainly vertical, 
acting to push the landing gear up 
into the fuselage.

PROVIDING we have a strong 
landing gear, we should be care
ful to strengthen the fuselage mem

bers near the points of attachment 
to the gear, because the strains trans
mitted to the fuselage may cause fail
ure in a longeron, which makes a dif
ficult repair job.

A side-load landing sometimes oc
curs in model flying. In this land
ing, the ship may be either side-slip
ping as it strikes the ground, or it 
may be landing cross wind. In either 
case, a strain will be imposed tend
ing to shear oil' the landing gear, as 
shown in Figure 4.

With most split axle gears this 
strain is taken directly by one of the 
struts but in the older plain gear, 
some means of bracing must be pro
vided, such as wires, as shown in the 
sketch. It will be easy for the model 
builder to design these wires or 
struts to suit his particular case.

QUESTIONNAIRE

1. Why should shock absorbers be 
used on an airplane?

2. Explain a ground loop.
3. Should the center of gravity Dc 

behind the wheels at all times? 
Why?

4. Why should the fuselage mem
bers be strengthened near points of 
landing gear attachment?

Plagiarism
Stories have been submitted to 

Model Airplane News which 
are copies of stories that have ap
peared in other magazines.

Anyone submitting, a plagiarized 
story through the mail and re
ceiving and accepting remunera
tion therefor, is guilty of a Federal 
offense in using the mails to 
defraud.

The publishers of Model Air 
plane News are anxious—as are 
all reputable publishers—to stamp 
out this form of theft and piracy 
and are advising all magazines 
from which such stories have been 
copied of such plagiarism, and are 
offering to cooperate with the pub
lishers thereof to punish the guilty 
persons.

Notice is hereby given to all who 
have submitted or who submit 
stories that the same must be 
ORIGINAL.

Made by Kin̂ s! 
especially for 
Obta.ina.ble 
no where else.
H ERE’S the new W hite  

W asp  made especially 
for us by Kingsbury — 
world’s leading maker of 
model planes. Result _ of 
months of experimenting.
Rises off ground—will not· 
nose-dive, stall or spin. Positively the 
slickest plane you ever saw and will 
outperform most planes costing several 
times as much. Several brand new fea
tures which insure supreme perform
ance. Not a construction set—a ready-to- 
fly plane. .10 seconds after postman de
livers your plane you can send it into air, 
hanking, zooming, rising over housetops. 
Cook at these pictures 1

Flî lvfc Guaranteed.
i We positively guarantee the 
White Wasp to fly and to satisfy 
you in every way. This plane will 
create a positive sensation every
where. Every boy in town will 
envy you. Yet you may have it 
FREE.

A GRAND BOYS 
MAGAZINE

T h e O p en  R o a d  f o r  B o y s  M a g a z in e  is a 
fifty page, m onthly magazine crammed 
with thrilling, breath-taking stories of 
high adventure, aviation, deep mystery 
and suspense. 200,000 readers. Regu
lar subscription price to  O p en  R oa d  fo r  
B o y s  M a g a z in e  alone is SI.00 a year. 
Fill out and send the coupon below, 
with SI.00 and w e’ ll send you T h e  
O p e n  R o a d  f o r  B o y s  M a g a z in e  for one 
year and we’ ll rush a W h ite  W a s p  Plane 
to you F R E E  of all charge. This is a 
great offer. Send coupon today.

USE SPECIAL· COUPON_______
n

P ilo t  D e R o sie r —O p e n  R o a d  fo r  B o y s  tEglij;
130 N e w b u ry  S tr e e t , B o s to n , M a s s . S
Friend Pilot: Gosh, yes! Here’ s my dollar. Put me down for a whole I H j  
year tor Open Rond for Bsys Magazine and rush me a White Wasp I 
Plane immediately.
Name...................................................................................................................................

Street & Number ...................................................................................................
City or Tow n...........................................................................................................
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W H Y  W EA R  G L A S S E S ?
They are only eye crutches at best. And today 

thousands are throwing them away.
Try Bcrnarr Macfadden’s eye course at our 

risk. You need send no money. Just write to 
address below. We will send back C. O. 1). 
You pay postman $3.00 plus a few cents postage. 
If you are not fully satisfied after a five-day trial, 
return the book and we will refund your money.

MACFADDEN BOOK CO., INC.
Deak M N -9 192G Broadw ay, New York

B I L D - O - P L A N E
Bild-O-Plane easy construction outfits enable 

you to assemble a realistic scale model of this 
famous war time Army Bomber. All parts 
finished and painted complete even to hand 
carved 3 inch wooden propeller and guns and 
exhaust pipes. Sent postpaid complete in 
strong mailing tube for one dollar. No stamps.

B IL D -O -P L A N E  
M on roe M odel A ircra ft 
1718 H arrison S t., E vanston , 111.

Name........................................................................

Address....................................................................

H e r e ’ s $5 , 00  
for your 

Next Model !
And we mean it! For yon can earn 

$5.00 almost as easily and quickly as 
you can ask for it.

Model Airplane materials and kits „ 
cost money of course. But there is no 
reason in the world why you should not 
build as many and as expensive models 
as you wish. For we have worked out 
a plan through which you can earn 
enough in just part of your spare time.

We need several wide-awake repre
sentatives right away, to take subscrip
tions for Ph y sic a l  C u l t u r e ,T ru e  St o r y  
and the other popular Macfadden maga
zines. All around you, you can easily 
find people who will be glad to sub
scribe. And in scarcely any time at 
all, you can earn from $5.00 to $10.00.

Just sign and mail the coupon below, and 
we will send you the full particulars of our 
plan!

Name

Street & No.

City........................................... State.....................
Mail Coupon to 

Agency Dept. Desk A-9

M o d e l  A i r p l a n e  N e w s
1920 Broadway New York, N. Y.

W in d  Tunnels
(Continued from page 42)

fan combined, mid is of a iive-foot 
diameter, with twenty-four blades. 
The model to be tested is supported 
on strong cross rods attached to a 
measuring balance, for, of course, 
wires such as those described pre
viously would not be strong enough 
in a five-hundred-mile-an-hour How. 
IOven with the rods, sometimes mod
els get loose and fly into the propel
ler blades, wrecking themselves and 
tlie fan.

The models are tested just as at 
New York University, except that 
while (lie test is going on and the air 
is rushing past the little plane, the 
temperature of the room is lowered 
to the dew point, and flic air of the 
tunnel is moistened. The dust and 
water content of 1 lie air makes it 
look like fog, and its vortexes and 
eddies may be easily Seen through 
windows and photographed.

AN unusual system of lighting has 
been developed, which will show 

up the condensation clearly, and tlie 
air can be seen whirling and deflect
ing where it hits the model. In this 
way new principles of streamlining 
planes are worked out, and slowly 
the eddies and other wastes of effi
ciency are cut down.

Other air tunnels are in use 
throughout the country, but these 
will suffice as typical examples of 
their successful use in airplane en
gineering and development. Indeed/ 
experts point out the fact that to
morrow air tunnels may be built of 
a size which will permit testing a 
full-size plane, just as Professor Klc-

Prisoner
(Cout in ucd

of tlie hut. Finally, just about day
light, he dozed oil'.

The next thing he knew he felt a 
tremendous upheaval. The floor of 
the hut was shaking beneath him, it 
seemed. Then lie realized that lie 
himself was being shaken violently. 
One of his guards was standing over 
him, a steaming cup of coffee in one 
hand, his helmet and goggles in the 
other, while the second guard was 
doing th$ shaking.

At sight of his helmet and goggles, 
which lie had never expected to see 
again, a thrill shot through Blimp. 
Perhaps this crazy scheme of 
the bandit leader’s was his lucky 
break.

Once in his plane some thing might 
occur to give him the upper hand. 
Blimp, in the excitement of the last 
twelve hours, had completely forgot
ten his previous crash complex, lie 
had been too busy thinking of other 
things.

He swallowed the bitter, strong cof
fee, put on his helmet with the gog
gles over his forehead and followed 
one of his guards down to the clear
ing by the river. As they approached

min tests the little mahogany models.
It is only a question of working out 

measuring instruments, balance 
wheels and arms capable of record
ing the stress, and of securing power 
enough to send a blast of air one 
hundred feet wide instead of nine 
feet wide. It seems impossible with 
present propellers but who knows 
what may be developed in the fu
ture? It was only fifty years ago 
that Santos Dumont, great Brazilian 
aviator, seriously attempted to give 
motion to a balloon by means of a 
paddle wheel turned by hand!

The next time you see Lindbergh’s 
new Lockheed “Sirius”, black and 
streamlined, think of the twelve-inch 
mahogany model which inspired its 
novel shape. Think of the months of 
testing, designing, testing again . . . 
until finally a shape is evolved which 
conforms to known principles of 
safety, which gives that added step 
forward of stability, of efficiency, or 
of required speed.

Model building is fun, yes. But re
member that it can be a whole lot 
more. Remember that the greatest in
ventors, the greatest builders of com
mercial planes today, are also model- 
builders. Remember that there are 
hundreds of highly paid technicians 
today who do nothing but make 
models to scale.

Remember that every time a new 
plane appears at the shows and in 
the air, it represents hours, days and 
perhaps months of model-lmilding 
and model-testing. Without models, 
modern aviation could not be where 
it is, nor could it go ahead.

of the A ir
from page 13)

the edge of the jungle Blimp caught 
tlie sound of his engine being warmed 
up, for all the world as if it were 
safe on the marine warming-up 
platform at Quantieo or Norfolk. So 
flic Russian wasn’t so dumb after 
all! Something like a chill of appre
hension chased itself down the 
American’s spine.

THEY were all waiting for him to 
arrive, and when the little brown 
men caught sight of the helmet lie 

had put on, they started chattering 
amongst themselves in great excite
ment. Their leader and the Russian, 
with one or two others, stood apart, 
doubtless waiting for him.

Their elation was ill-concealed. 
The sight of Blimp wearing his head- 
gear was evident proof to them that 
the “gringo” had seen the light.

“Buenos dias, senor”  greeted the 
bandit leader, “ It is to be hoped that 
the young lieutenant passed a most 
restful evening?”

Evidently not expecting an answer 
in return to his sarcastic pleasantry, 
he continued, “You will now listen to 
our plans for your future. We think
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a great deal of you, Americano, and it 
is you who is to decide whether or 
not your future is to be prosperous 
and happy"·

During tliis harangue Blimp was 
more and more mystified until lie 
chanced to observe two scantily clad 
underlings carrying short lengths of 
piping over to his plane. The ginger
ly manner in which they carried their 
burdens and the respectful distance 
kept by the remainder of the other 
rultians indicated clearly that the ob
jects were bombs.

So these were the “ love tokens” . 
They were to be hurled down on his 
comrades while he sat aloft with a 
pistol at his back! Not by a long- 
shot—they would finish him first!

“You will observe,” said the suave 
commander, “ the bouquet of forget- 
me-nots to deliver to your friends. 
You will be the pilot for Senor Iv- 
doski, who will distribute them im
partially.”

They were pressing around him 
now, watching him carefully, fur
tively. If he made one break—Blimp 
thought quickly. Anything was bet
ter than slow death which surely 
awaited him in this hidden valley. 
If lie could stall off the ultimate des
tination and plan, he might be able 
to think of some way out—some clev
er maneuver to throw the Bussian 
oil' guard. After all, the Bussian was 
one—the Nicaraguans many. Be
sides, his adopted element, the air, 
had a way of clearing his mind of 
everything but bare essentials.

THE chief led the group to the 
waiting plane and issued his 
final instructions, “ Fly low over the 

devil-dogs’ cam]) at San Kamon. Then 
go around and do this over again. 
After that ily back to us. If 
successful, we shall welcome you, if 
not—”

A shrug of the narrow shoulders 
implied more than words could have 
said. ·

As Blimp climbed in the forward 
cockpit, he patted his ship affection
ately and thought of Sergeant Cap
per who would polish and shine his 
beloved plane no more. Some day lie 
would come back to this nest of ras
cals and wipe them out in the Cap
per’s name! But first he would have 
to work out the problems of the 
present. Very pressing problems, 
they were, too.

His ruminations were interrupted 
by the muzzle of a revolver against 
his back. “You know your orders, 
comrade,” leered the Bussian. “ I 
dislike shooting anyone in the back 
—but if I must—”

It felt good to be sitting at the 
stick of his ship listening to the 
smooth hum of his engine. Even 
the pistol seemed less potent than his 
reliable Wasp which throbbed in its 
eagerness to get more gas and be 
gone.

Weighing the possibilities of get 
ting out of this small field and valley 
brought back a momentary vision of 
I)is ghost memory. But it did not 
last. Too many important matters

'A v ia tio n  Enthusiasts'

M3

M O D E L  C L U B  P IN S
M ade in Silver or C old  Front $6.00 Per Dc 

Any Letter Can Be Applied to Pin to 
C on form  with Club Nnme.

M5

M AKERS OF PINS FOR 
AMERICAN SK Y  CADETS AND 

N. Y. GRAPH IC J.A .C .

____  'M7
All Sort* M E D A L S  All Sports

SC H O O L— CLASS AND FRATERN ITY PINS

J O H N S O N  C O .
352 \V. 13th S t.“ W ing B u ild in g" New York, N. Y. 

W rite For Catalog “ G "

U.S. MODEL AIRCRAFT CORP.
Est. 1909

TheModels to Win your Contest
CURTISS FALCON MILITARY OI3SERVA 

TION BIPLANE, Span 22'Λ inches. Weight 
1 Yi oz. Construction Kit with full size 
drawing and Building instructions. Price-
Post Paid ...................................................$3.25

BARLING N. B. No. 3 World Record Hold
er Low Wing Monoplane. 24 in. span. 
Construction Kit with full size Drawing
and Instructions. Price Post Paid.......$3.25

Variable Pitch All Aluminum Propeller
Patented, 9" ............................................. Sl.SC

Graf Zeppelin Construction Kit 55'/i inches
.......................................................................$7.50

Rellanca Construction Set ........................$9.00
Fokker Construction Set .............................$8.50
56 Page Catalog^ illustrating 24 additional Hy
ing and Exhibition Models and complete line 
of Model Supplies; send 10 cents for copy. 
U. S. MODEL AIRCRAFT CORPORATION 
397-99M Bridge Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Out

The outstanding . . .  /

• model of 1930
Here’s the major prize winning model of the year. Designed by experts for 
advanced model builders. Contest Proven . . . Slow turning propellers . . . 
a fast steady climb . . . and a long duration glide.

Chalienger L 29 Tw in Pusher
PERFORMANCE

Wing Span, 33 Inches 
Length, 38 Inches 
Power, 4-6 Strands Rubber 
Covering, Super-thin Tissue

Duration (Max.), 8-10 Minutes 
Duration (Min.), 5-7 Minutes

EXCLUSIVE KIT FEATURES
Simplified All-Balsa Construction 
Complete Detailed Instructions 
Finished Ribs and Propellers 
Wire Parts Correctly Formed 
Special Rubber Motors 
Full-Size Blueprints 
Correctly Cut Balsa

These kits come complete with all necessary parts and some to spare, including Cement, 
Banana Oil, Razor Blade, Pins, and Sandpaper

$ 3 - 2 5
Postpaid

Ehrhardťs Model Aircraft Supply Co.
7020 Wise Avenue St. Louis, Mo.

Watch lor another "EMASCO” CHAMPIONSHIP model. 
New 1930 Illustrated Catalog of Kits and Supplies 10c.

)
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Ho.-. U.· 
Hat. Oil

Nothing else like it. Registers 
where it hits the target. Abso
lutely harmless. Looks like a 
realgun.Improve your marks
manship— indoorsorout. Prico 
SI.00. If your dealer can't sup
ply you writer DeeksMfg., Co., 
Inc., 107 Arch S(., Camden, N.J.

H E R E ’ S  S O M E T H I N ’
S<*t of WIN08 itiven FREE to anyone who builds n successful model airplane from anyone of our Construction Set* listed below.

Construction Set Kull- 
Λ Full Slae Si*o 

Plana Finns
8U PERM ARINE-NA PIER ‘'World·» Fastest PUne". *4.1*5............ 75c
MERCURY—American Schneider ( ‘up Entry............ 4.25............ 75cFOKKER D7—used by “The Red Am of Germany”.. 4.75..

75c
50c

EXTRAORDINARY CATALOG AN I) PRICE LIST 15o
ACE GLIDER—Ready to Fly (a wonderful flyer). . . .  36c..........  15c
Add 35c extra for packing in ertuhproof boxes, postage and Insurance.Add 10c extra for parkin* and postage when ordering Full Sire Plana.M e tr o p o l i t a n  M o d e l  A irc ra f t ,  1663-55 Street, Brooklyn. New York

You MUST Build the 
M YSTERY BOOKCASE!

Here’s a novel and good-looking piece of furniture 
that every house needs. It has a SECRET drawer! 
Doesn't that intrigue you?

Only you will know how to open the drawer, and 
think what tun that will create when others try 
but fail to unearth tile secret!

I’ fans and instruction on how to build the Mystery 
Bookcase are to he found in this issue of Junior 
M echanics and Modei. A irplane  N ews.

Build it— and see what a crackorjaek it isl______

Tw o M agazines That 
Should Be In Every Home
Special Combination Offer

Model Airplane News—One Year............SI.50
Physical Culture Magazine—One Year.. 2.50

Regular Price............ S4.00

Special Price - - - $3.40
Save 15% By Subscribing TODAY

S en d  Y o u r  O rd er  to  D esk  AN 9,

M acfadden P ublications, Inc.
192G Broadway New York, N. Y.

A T T E N T I O N
M O D E L  A I R C R A F T E R S

— Finest Lata Bulsu—
1/16" X 6"  x  36"___________________________  .40 ca.
1 /8 " X 6"  X 3 6 " ............................................................45 ea.
1 /8" x M 8"  X 4 0 " ........................................ OS ca.
1/ 2"  X 6"  X 3 6 " ............................................................70 ea.
1" X 6"  X 86" ............... - - - _____________ .80 ea.

— O ther Values—
Jap. Ilacone Tissue 20-1 /2" x 2 4 -1 /2 "------  .05ea.
(iuiirnntceil Colorlrss or colored Ambroid Cement.

............................................................................ 28 2 oz.
Banana O il____________________________ - . .15 2 oz.
.045 or 1/S "  Pure Para Rubber, 210' skeins.. .95

Onion· over $1.00 ft.nt post-paid: orders $1.00 or 1'·.. ndd 10c pottage. Order» west of the Mississippi add I Ao extra.
E D W A R D  G U T H

Model A ir plotte Supplies
304 M ildred Ave., Syracuse, N. Y.

AVIATION RINGS & PINS

Special designs sent free of charge if you tell 
us the name of your club. Samples sent for 
inspection if your letter is approved by 
instructor. You can order from above illus
trations. Send for our 24-page Catalog of 
Club and Class pins and rings.

C.K. Grouse Co., 71 Bruce Ave.
North Attleboro, Mass.

burdened him now. What was the 
difference if he did crack up, after 
till? Twenty seconds of mad spinning 
—and another aviator would he 
crossed, off the liles in Washington.

Opening wide (lie throttle, Blimp 
uttered a prayer. Up came the tail 
as the Corsair began to gather mo
mentum. Rapidly picking up speed, 
the ship reached the point where 
Blimp had either to cut the switch 
and turn hack or continue in the 
hopes of getting off. A gentle pull 
hack on the stick put her in the air, 
only to drop her hack on her wheels.

‘•She’ll (lo it,” muttered Blimp 
grimly as he pulled hack slowly a 
second time. The faithful Corsair 
pulled off with the wheels idly roll
ing as if they were on invisible 
ground. With the canyon walls rap
idly closing in on them, it was im
possible to till'll.

BLIMP held her nose low. The 
whistle of the wires as the plane 

moved faster and faster was music 
to his cars. The air speed indicator’s 
arm moved further around the dial 
and crossed the one-hundred-and- 
thirty mark.

“Now or never— !” thought· Blimp 
as lie pulled straight back on the 
stick. Up and up rose the nose of 
the Corsair until she was on the top 
of a loop. Here Blimp half-rolled 
with his ailerons and a kick of the 
rudder. Turning around, the Ameri
can observed a broad smile of ap- 
proval on li is passenger’s face. Any 
person who has ever been connected 
with aviation must in spite of every
thing take off his hat to ji perfectly 
executed Immelmann.

It was good to he back in the air 
again—back where he had freedom, 
if only relatively. Blimp breathed 
deeply and sent up a prayer for some 
sort of inspiration to get him out of 
tliis fix. Tile Corsair rapidly pulled 
tliem up over the mountain wall that 
surrounded the secret field. It was 
almost as if he and Capper were re
turning from a patrol. For a mo
ment the events of the last twenty- 
four hours seemed like a nightmare.

The thought of the pistol, however, 
was sufficient to keep the marine’s 
mind on his business. They were a 
half hour from San Ramon and 
plans began to filter through Blimp’s 
head.

Suddenly a great light dawned on 
him. lie had wondered about their 
chances to escape tlie rain of bullets 
from the American machine guns 
after they had bombed the field on 
their first pass. It was so plain now! 
His passenger was not going to drop 
bombs (lie first time around. Upon 
seeing the missing Corsair approach 
the field, the entire detachment of 
officers and men would collect on the 
landing field! They would he en
tirely wiped out on the second tripl 

In his excitement over such a real
ization, Blimp made a slight change 
in their course. He immediately re
ceived a jab in the back from liis 
guardian’s firearm. The Russian 
was on the joh I There remained for

Th ree Young  Brides 
W i t h  New Ideas

They were just married, they didn’t hove 
much money and they wanted to have 
charming and beautiful homes.

How they set about making their own 
home dreams come true is told in “ How 
Three Brides Furnished Their Homes.”  an 
article featured in the September issue of 
Y our Home Magazine.

The article tells the actual home making 
experiences of three modern women lately 
married, in three distinct parts of the 
country, and shows what each selected from 
the vast array of things offered in our 
modern stores to go into her first home. One 
was a bride in the Sunny South, one from 
the Middle West and one from New Eng
land. Each one expressed her own in
dividuality and taste in making her home a 
beautiful and charming place to live.

Y our Home Magazine is packed full 
of practical suggestions, advice, hints and 
tricks that will show you how you can make 
your own dreams of a real home come true, 
without extravagance and without waste.

In the September issue of Y our Home 
Magazine are a great many other articles of 
genuine interest to those who love their 
homes. A splendid article on curtains, 
how to make them, what sort for each 
room; how to care for books in the home; 
what sort of clocks arc on the market; 
helpful information about scatter rugs; 
gardening material of all kinds.

The entire September issue of Y our 
H ome is stimulating, helpful and interest
ing to those who love their homes.

Y our H ome, a Macfadden Publica
tion. 25c a copy. On all news stands August 
23rd.

Have You Built 
All the Models 

You Want?
No, of course you haven’t! With the 

many different exciting planes there are 
today, you’d like to build models of all 
of them.

But, like everything else, materials 
and construction kits cost money. And 
that’s just where we come in,—for we 
have a plan through which you can earn 
as much money as you’d like to make. 
And without giving up anything except 
a portion of your spare time!

We need several wide-awake boys to 
take subscriptions for Physical "Cul
t u r e , T rue Story and the other well- 
known Macfadden magazines. You 
probably know quite a few people right 
now, who will be glad to subscribe. 
And in no time at all, you can earn 
from $5.00 to $10.00—and more!

-Sigii and mail the coupon below, and we 
will send you the full particulars.

Xante........................................................................

Street & No..........................................................

City.........................................  State....................

Mail Coupon to 
Agency Department A-9

M O D E L  A IR P L A N E  N E W S
1926 Broadway New York, N. Y.
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Blimp but one solution. He must 
crash the sliip and take his chances.

San Ramon was just ahead in the 
next valley. Blimp’s mind was in a 
turmoil and his thoughts were a con
demnation of himself. He was a 
coward! Why hadn’t he resigned 
from the Flying Corps when he lost 
his nerve after his Pensacola crash? 
He had kept his secret but soon 
they’d know he was yellow. Not. 
only yellow, but treacherous—allow
ing himself to be forced to fly for the 
rebels!

THERE was the field! It appeared 
quite large compared to the patch 
from which he had just come. If he 

had another chance, he thought, he 
could get in and out of the Sail Ra
mon field without any worry.

A severe punch in the back meant 
only one thing—to fly low over the 
field. Blimp reluctantly obeyed. The 
sound of the engine had been suffi
cient to arouse the marine detach
ment and as the plane passed over 
the approach end of the field at one 
hundred feet, he saw Captain Allby 
hurrying to the field with Cassidy, 
Andrews and Tuttle. Everyone on 
the ground was evidently aroused 
over the sight of the belated arrival.

“Murder, murder, murder!” ran 
through Blimp’s mind as the length 
of the field rolled rapidly under him. 
The crafty native captain had 

•planned well! On the next pass at 
the field the marines would be wiped 
out!

Something snapped in Blimp’s 
head. He found that it was literally 
possible for a man to see red. Did 
the sneering cl cupitán actually 
take him to be as much of a yellow 
puppy as the plan indicated? Well, 
here was where one marine threw a 
monkey wrench into that dark gen
tleman’s plans!

As the far side of the field was 
reached, he cut his gun, pulled the 
nose of his plane up and gave full 
left aileron. A vicious kick on the 
high rudder sent the unfortunate 
Corsair downward in a violent side 
slip.

The Russian, tx>o startled to make 
any objections, was helpless. The 
jungle came up so fast! To Blimp it 
resembled the water rising up to him 
in his first crash. Gritting his teeth, 
however, he held on to the right rud
der.

For what seemed to be an infinite 
period of time they fell helplessly 
sideward. In reality, it was only a 
few seconds until the left wing struck 
the matted jungle growths. The 
wings folded up like a receding wave 
to help absorb the shock of the crash. 
The ship cart-wheeled wing over 
wing and after due quivering and 
shaking settled down at last.

Objects went black to Blimp. The 
noise of the crash scarcely reached 
his ears as he slumped downward to 
one side of the cockpit.

* * *
It sounded very much like Captain 

Allby speaking. lie was saying, 
“Doctor, what chance has the lad got

National Model Sets and Supplies 
Help Boys Build Models That Fly

Here are four flying scale m odels designed so y o u  too  can build them
These new improved construction 
sets contain printed Ribs and Sta
tions, ready cut Propellers, full size 
blueprint and instructions, light 
weight Celluloid wheels. You will 
find all these models interesting to 
build and great fun to fly. Add 
these famous ships to your fleet.

SAVOIA MARCHETTI 2 ft. flying Scale Model, 
weighs less than an oz. Complete set..........$2.50

Material every model builder 
should have on hand to develop his 
own ideas and to build most any 
design you select.

VOUGHT NAVY CORSAIR 2 ft. flying Scale 
Model with dummy motor. Complete se t ....$3.75

motor sticks

THIS SPECIAL ASSORTMENT 
POSTPAID FOR $1.10

Selected Air Seal Balsa
1 pc. 1 / I 6  X 2 X 24 (for Ribs)
5 ”  1 /16 X 1 /8 X 24 (wing spars)
2 ” 1/8x1/8x24'
2 ”  1 / 8 x 1  14 X 24 
1 ”  3/8 X 5/8 X 24 (propeller blocks)
1 Tube Colorless Cement
1 ” Banana Oil
2 Bearings. 1 L, 1 S.
1 pkge. wire, washers, and fibre wheels
2 sheets 21 x 24 Jap. tissue paper 
20 ft. 1 /16 sq. X 1 /32 flat rubber 
THE IDEAL HANDY SUPPLY KIT

ALL FOR SI.10 POSTPAID.

CURTISS ARMY HAWK 2 ft. Flying Scale 
Model with shaped nose and cowling block. 
Complete set.......................................................$3.00

No C.O.D. All material guaranteed satis
factory or money refunded.

Illustrated 32 page Catalogue describing 
many more sets and supplies 5c.

I We want one dealer or agent in | 
j every town to handle National Model J 
• Airplane Sets and supplies. Because I 
! of their proven quality, a National | 
I model dealer with sets and parts to . 
I supply immediate wants can make ! 
I big money. Write for full details. ■

LOCKHEED SIRIUS 2 ft. flying Scale Model 
with N.A.C.A. Cowling—Pants and Cone Pro
peller. Complete set........................................$3.00

ATT ! Name.

Address.

N A T I O N A L  M O D E L  A I R C R A F T  &  S U P P L Y  C O . 
29 F. N O R T H  AVE., N E W  ROCHELLE, N. Y.

EARN WATCH AND RING
Thin M odel. Lever E s
cap em en t. STEM 
WIND, STEM  SET

M ovem ent Fully Guaranteed  73 
Regulatedtokeepperfecttime.
Send namonndwe will send youG •'V7/|\Y\'- 
o f  our handsome imitntionoil paint- · 11 
ing pictures to dispose o f  at 25c each. Send us 
tho $1.60 you collect andas a reward we will send 
you this watch, as described, nleo a fincchain and 
an im. Dinmond Ring— a regular sparkler. 

C .M .TH O M A S,337W .M adlsonSt., Dept. 9-A-9 CHICAGO

Build a W a te r  
Bike!

An ocean of fun on an ocean run! 
The latest and thrilling water sport 
brought home to you. Part bicycle 
and part boat. Peddle to paddle and 
enjoy yourself.

Plans and instruction for building 
one of these thrillers are included in 
the October issue of J u n i o r  M e 
c h a n i c s  a n d  M o d e l  A i r p l a n e  N e w s .

On all news stands September 23 
next.

Only 15 cents a copy—Watch 
for it!

Pontoon Glider Kit
50c Postpaid

Full size pattern sheet. Primary type 
thoroughly waterproofed. Send 2c for 
price list.
H AM ILTO N  M ODEL AIRPLANE CO. 

P. O. B ox 287, Ham ilton, Ohio.

W '
3 fo r  25 c b i g  F U ^  _________

r j  f\ \ /  C . V °u apparently see thru Clothes, Wood, 
1 3  T  w  Stone, nny object. See Bones in Flesh. 

FREE Pkg. radio picture films, takes pictures without 
cam -ra. “  You'll like ’em ." 1 pkg. w ith each 25c order. 
Marvel Mfjj. Co., Dept. 93, New Haven, Conn.

/"INLY SI.50 
buys this 

” O R I O L E ”  
kit with blue
prin t. Easy 
to make. All 
b a ls a  c o n 
s t r u c t i o n .  
Weighs M oz. 
Has a 24 in. 
wing spread. 
Flys over 3 
min. R. O. G., 

lit tin* nvcrftKC lii-Llit (·! l-.'ι It. Will lly indoor, or outdoor,- No 
"DOPE” riquiri'd on thη "OUIQl.K.” Shipment made «urn day 
ft, order i, rcoi-ivcd. Send money order, no t'tnmp,- Povtpaid.

LINKE MODEL AIRCRAFT
80 East 235th Street, New York, N. Y.
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TOder Agents ”Wanted
A m  Select from 44 Styles, color« and sizes 
of Mead Bicycles. Hide and exhibit sample 
HANGER and moke money.
F a c t o r y  to  R id e r : p™’i,ipf„°I.n 30
Days' Free Trial, direct from FACTORY. Get
our marvelous oilers. Easy Payments. $5 down. 

μ λ α  lamps, horns, wheels, parts, cquip- ■ l l w  merit .and repairs at half usual price. X  Established 36 years.

CYCLE COMPANY to
I V l V U l l I K P T  IIΠ0, CHICAGO ,r<

DORNIER DO. X  FLYING BOAT
2 Ft. fa ll size scale m odel blucpri nta$l .00 post paid.

SUPERMARINE ROLLS-ROYCE S-0 2 Ft. flying scale model, weighs H ox. R.O.W. flight·« of IH> minutes. 
Count, set with blueprints 53.00 postpaid, full sise blueprints 76c 
postpaid.

THE NEW SIKORSKY ΛΜΙΊΙΙΒΙΟΝ S-30 2 I't flying scale model, «ingle motor, weighs 1 /6 ox. Const, «< t with 
blueprint and instructions. 51.50 postpaid, blueprints 50c postpaid.

LOCKHEED SIRIUS (DOG STAR)
2 Ft. flying Scab· model weighs H ox. R.O.G. flights of 3 min«. Const, 
set with blueprint, 53.00 postpaid, full size blueprint 75c postpaid.

THE NEW SIKORSKY ΛΜΙΊΠΒΙΟΝ S-30B 
2 Ft. flying scale model, weighs H oz. R.O.W. flights of 2 mins. 
Const, wt with blueprint. 51.75, blueprint 50c postpaid.No checks accepted, eend 5c stamp for large illustrative catalogue.

BROOKLYN MODEL AIRCRAFT CO.
1326 Flntbush Ave.. near Foster Ave. Brooklyn. N. Y.

New Cabin Model— .SI.00 P. P.
CABINAIRE JR..

300 feet 
Flight 
One 

Minute 
or Over 

Endurance

2 4"
Wing 

Spread 
% oz.

W eight
Cabinaire Jr. model kit is complete with all parts 

and materials. Fuselage already formed, ribs cut, 
• 1a"  projí made, etc. Detachable wings. All Balsa 
construction. Clear plans and instructions. This 
absolutely new model is simple and interesting to 
build in %  hour. A real contest winning model.

Flying Glory— .$3.75 P. P.

300 ft. to 
1000 ft. 
Flights

Flying Glory kit entirely complete with all neces
sary parts. Everything ready to assemble and fuse
lage formed. 8"  carved prop, perfectly balanced, 
hearing, nosepiecc, prop shaft and front spring 
already assembled. 2 hours assembling time for 
model. Very sturdy. 300-1.000 ft. flights. Detach
able wings and rudder. Immediate shipment in 
strong, handsome box.

brings you price list and full details of new 
56" Glider with 2 minute endurance. Spirit of U. S. 
Boy cabin model, Cabinaire Jr. and Flying Glory. 
Also full list of lowest prices on all supplies for model 
builders.

D EALER S AN D  SALESMEN ON 
COM M ISSION  BASIS W AN TE D

Crescent M odel Aircraft
1805 Benson A ve., B rook lyn , N .Y.

M IN IA TU R E  M O TO R S

The finest 4-, 6- ami 8 -cylinder compressed air 
motors made. W ill fly 4J6 to 7 ft. models. Motor 
driver 6 (f. Lockheed Sirius and 32" Rubber
driven. 42" twin motor IJurnelli Monoplane. 

Send 10c for Catalogue.

M IN IA T U R E  A IR C R A F T  C O R P . 
83 L ow  Terrace. New Brighton, N.Y.

to pull through? Will he make it?”
A distant voice answered, ‘‘He 

was knocked about pretty badly but 
with any sort of luck we can pull 
him out of the fire.”

The fog around Blimp cleared 
somewhat. Evidently these voices 
were discussing him. Why, he was 
all right! He’d tell them so. He'd 
sit up and ask them what it was all 
about. Opening his eyes he endeav
ored to sit up but the ettort caused 
him to groan and slump back in
stead.

“Blimp!” exclaimed the skipper of 
the squadron.

Before the sun’s long shadows had 
merged in the blackness of the trop
ical night, Blimp heard the remain
der of the story from Captain Allby.

He had been knocked unconscious 
when the center-section struts col
lapsed during the crash. The sturdy 
construction of the fuselage was all 
that saved him.

El Senor Ivdoski had been thrown 
from the cockpit and so escaped seri
ous injury. The crash had so un
nerved him, however, that only a lit
tle urging was necessary to get him 
to tell the entire story.

Two planes had been made ready 
for flight immediately. One, a Fok
ker transport, was to take Blimp to 
the Naval Hospital at Manauguu 
and the other, with its ladened bomb 
rack and machine guns, to imitate 
Blimp’s return to the rebels. Ser
geant Capper would be avenged, af
ter a ll!

“I f you think you’re in a bad way, 
you ought to see your poor old 
plane,” remarked the Captain. There 
was a sympathetic twinkle in his 
eye. “Seriously speaking, though, 
Blimp, you’re a fool for luck. Why 
those dynamite bombs didn’t go oil’ 
when you crashed, I don’t know. 
You took a big chance—and you did 
some good work. We have the very 
band of guerillas we were looking 
for !”

Blimp felt quite embarrassed— 
though inwardly lie was thrilled and 
very happy. He was thrilled at the 
Captain’s words—happy because he 
knew lie had won not one but two vic
tories. By taking that mad, impos
sible chance lie had conquered the 
fear within himself. He knew that 
his “ crash ghost” was gone—never 
to return.

Gliding and Soaring
( C o n t in u e d  f r o m  p a g e  10)

of one-quarter inch by one-half inch 
spruce or pine, and two strips of 
cambric ten inches by sixty-five 
inches, are necessary.

Four of the sticks form the frame 
of the kite, and the others serve as 
braces. The strips of cloth are 
wrapped about each end of the 
frame, leaving a vent between them 
so that the wind can catch the kite 
more easily.

FASTEN the ends of each band of 
cambric together, lapping the 
edges an inch and securing them 

with glue and by stitching. The 
two resulting tubes of cloth must 
then lie fastened to the four sticks 
which form the framework of the 
kite. Cut each of these sticks thirty- 
live inches long.

Put glue along one of the one-quar- 
tor-ineh sides of two of these sticks, 
and put them through both tubes of 
cloth, pulling the cloth taut between 
them. "When the glue is dry, fasten, 
in the same manner, two other sticks 
of the same length to the cloth mid
way between the other two sticks.

The braces must now be inserted to 
hold the kite open. Cut four sticks, 
about twenty-two inches long for this 
purpose. The braces should be long 
enough to stretch the cloth very tight 
over tiie framework. Notch each 
brace at either end, so that it will fit 
over the corner stick.

It is well to wind the brace above 
the notch with strong cord in order 
to prevent the wood from splitting. 
Put the braces in diagonally, across 
the ends of the kite.
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The braces may be removed, and 
the kite folded up, when it is not in 
use.

The kite string should be very long, 
and can be more easily handled if it 
is wound on a reel. In order to have 
the maximum control over the kite 
when it is in the air, the string 
should not be attached directly to 
the kite, but should be attached to it 
by a harness. This consists of two 
short strings of equal length, fas
tened to one corner stick of the kite, 
and to the kite rope.

1 50 in.
Atmospheric 
pressure high

I f  the pressure o f  30  inches 
Of tn u rc u ry  is  14 pounds  
to  the  square  inch , then  
th e  atm ospheric p re ssu re  
m u s t a lso  be 14 pounds.

\
Ψ  F I G . /  A  B A R O M E T E R

How to Fly the Kite. Every boy 
knows how to fly a kite. It is a good 
idea to send up the kite from a hill, 
or from open ground where the wind 
is strong. You will notice that the 
kite flies readily in a high wind. If 
the wind is light, however, you will 
be obliged to run against it, in order 
to start the kite upward. The 
strength of the wind increases with 
altitude, and the kite will normally 
stay up when it has once gained 
height.

What the Kite Teaches About· 
Gliding. One of the primary princi
ples of gliding is taught by kite-fly
ing: that is, that a glider, like a kite, 
will stay in the air as long as it has 
sufficient “flying speed” . Speed in 
this case does not mean speed over 
the ground, but speed through the air.

You have noticed that, if the wind 
is Ιολν, you have to run with the kite 
to make it fly. If, however, the wind 
is strong, the kite will be moving 
through the air fast enough to stay 
up, even when 'you are holding it 
still over the ground with the string.

In order to understand why the 
kite has speed through the air when 
it is making no progress over the 
ground, compare the kite with a 
swimmer.

If the swimmer is going against 
the current of a river, he may have 
to swim very fast through the water 
in order that he may not fall behind 
the point on the bank where he 
started.

There are a good many other points 
of similarity between a kite and a 
glider. In the construction of a 
glider, the same principles of broad

Build a W a te r  
Bike!

An ocean of fun on an ocean run! 
The latest and thrilling water sport 
brought home to you. Part bicycle 
and part boat. Peddle to paddle and 
enjoy yourself.

Plans and instruction for building 
one of these thrillers are included in 
the October issue of J unior  M e
c h a n ic s  a n d  M odel A irplan e  N e w s .

On all news stands September 23 
next.

Only 15 cents a, copv—Watch 
for it!

Flyin g  Squadron for $2££

Great
Bargain

F iv e  [ 5 ] F ly in g  A irp la n e s  Eor $2.00 T h a t 
P e rfo rm  L ik e  th e  R ea l T h in g!

Not construction pete but nearly assembled Planen.
G uarantood to  F ly .

1) LONE EAGLE B O M B E K --28  inch wood framo paper covered Wing; 7 in. alum. Propeller; 17 in. oct Hubber Motor»; 
taken off ground; 300 ft. flight«; weight 3!̂  oz.2) LONE EAGLE S C O U T -2 0 in. non-brcakablo Wlmr: 5MIn. alum. Propeller; Flexible Landing (rear; 12 in. net Rubber Motorn; takes otT ground; 150 ft. flights; weight 2 oz.3) LONE EAGLE MOTH —16 inch Raisa Wood Win*; inch metal Propeller; 150 ft. flights; weight & oz.4) GREAT EAGLE GLIDER -- 10 inch nun-breakable Wing; 
cabin typo Fuselage: Big Value. _  w5) LONE EAGLE GLIDER — 12 inch Balsa Wood Wing; cabin 
typo Fuselage; docs oil ntunta.Each act in individual boxc i;all packod in one shipping carton.

Complete with interesting Instruction Booklet.
A LL FIVE; [ S 3 F O R  $2.00

Buy from  your local dealers. I f  not in stock, order 
direct from us. We pay postage.

Wilder M lq.'Co.-'Aircraft Model Div.

703 X. Main Street St. Louis, Mo.,U.S.A.

A  German Fokker D -7  For You
Your model plane shelf will not be complete without a model of the German 

Fokker D-7, one of the most famous single-seater fighters used during the war, and 
a type of plane once flown by the famous Baron von Richthofen.

Full size plans and instructions for a flying model of this famous plane form part 
of the October issue of the bigger and better J u n io r  M e c h a n ic s  and  M o d e l  A ir 
p l a n e  N e w s .

On all news stands September 23 next, and only 15c a copy!

ns

This beautiful Silver Ace 
Plane very closely resembles the 
Spirit of St. Louis. When ready 
to fly the wings have a 30-inch 
spread. The propeller runs 
smoothly and with sufficient . 
speed to drive the plane on a 
long flight.
T his is one of the 300 prizes you 
can quickly and easily earn as a 
Crowell Junior Salesman. Prizes tl. 
such as this speedy plane will he 
given to you for delivering three 
of the best-known magazines to 
regular customers. The coupon I 
will bring you full particulars /

The coupon will bring you our Big Book 
of Prizes showing over 300 choices of the 
best prizes you have ever seen. It will 
also start you as a salesman and bring you 
the methods other successful hoys are using 
to earn prizes.

Mr. Jim  Thayer, Dept. 157,
T he Crowell Publishing Co.,
Springfield, O hio.

Dear Jim: I want to earn money and 
prizes. Please start me off as a salesman.

My Name

Address,

Town ...........................................State
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wow
A  CRACK UP

I’ riccs on model airplane materials take a 
5000 it. drop-^and how. W e absolutely guar
antee the quality, and will replace without ques
tion any material purchased from us that is in 
any way defective.

R U B B E R
W E have the best rubber strand obtainable, 

and at the lowest price. If you doubt this state
ment. send us a stamped envelope bearing your 
correct address ior a free two-foot sample of our 
1/ 8" Flax Contest Rubber Strand. Use a double 
winder and test it ior breakage against any other 
two-foot length of 1/ 8"  rubber motor on the 
market. W e stock 3 /16" and 1 /8 " Flat, also 
1/16" square rubber, and the price of any size 
is only 2 ft. per cent. Full skeins containing 
about 225 ft. at the following prices. J / i 6 ' 
Flat—$1.00, 1 /8 "  Flat—95c, 1/16" Square— 90c.

R U B B E R  LU B RICA N T
Our Country Club Twister Rubber Lubricant 

increases the number of turns from any rubber 
motor by 25 to 50%. One oz. 20c. Two oz. 32c.

CEM ENT
Two oz. Genuine Ambroid Cement, colored or 

colorless, or two ounces Unitite Cement—25c.

PIA N O  W IR E
Rustproof Piano W ire. No. 6 . No. 9. or No. 11 

—Tw o ft. per cent. No. 20— One ft. per cent.
W H E E L S

Aluminum Wheels with Balloon Tires 1 1 /2 "—  
13c each, 1 3 /4 "— 15c each. 2"— 17c each. Feather
weight Celluloid Wheels, 1 3 /8 "— 8c each. 1 7 /8 " 
— 13c each.

CELLULOID P A R T S
Featherweight celluloid single impression dum

my motors—25c. double impression—35c. 3"
Celluloid Cowling—25c.

P A P E R
21" X 31" Japanese Tissue, either Mino Silk, 

or Hakone W hite, five sheets for 22c. 20" x 30"
Wood Veneer, 17c each.

W A S H E R S
Hard P.rass Washers with .038" hole or Cop

per Washers with .062 hole, three dozen for 18c.
B E A R IN G S

Small half round steel with .025" hole or large 
half round steel with .035" hole, 3c each or 30c 
per dozou.

TUBING
1/ 8 " Rubber tubing or 3 /32" O. I). Fibre tub

ing, 10c per ft.

D O W E L S
1/16" Dowels 2-1" long, 20c per dozen. These 

are made of a light grade of white birch, and 
arc ideal for model work.

D O P E
W e manufacture Country Club Pope under our 

own formula. Try it and you will never use 
anything else. Four oz. 28c. one pint—16 oz. 
65c. Four one oz. bottles Colored Dope, any 
colors you wish— 60c.

B A L S A  W O O D
W e stock only selected pieces of grade Λ -1 

Balsa. Try a piece of 6"  x 2" x 36" for $1.10. 
For prices on other sizes consult our catalog.

B A M B O O
1/1 G-" X 1 /4 " X 12" pieces of split bamboo, 10c 

per dozen; 15" lengths. He per dozen. Shrcaded 
bamltoo strips averaging 1/32" x 1/16" x 12",· 9c 
per dozen.

CO ATIN G S
Four oz. of W hite Shellac, Best Quality Ba

nana Oil or Acetone— 38c.
C A T A L O G

Send 5, lc  U. S. stamps for our big illustrated 
catalog or better still send us a 50c trial order 
and the catalog will be included free.

P O ST A G E
W e pay the postage on all of the above items 

to all points in the United States, and foreign 
possessions. Canadian postage extra.

C o m in g -* W a tc h  £oz· It 
T h e  C o u n tr y  C lu b  F ly in g  F o o l

The only fuselage model ever offered by Coun
try Club. The result of Tw o Years of experi
mental work, involving a new idea in power for 
model airplanes which insures a duration of two 
and a half to three times the best obtainable 
from rubber motors. W e predict that this new 
motive iwwer will revolutionize the model air
plane industry.

C O U N T R Y  CLUB AER O  
SUPPLY C O M P A N Y

59th & Holmes Sts. Kansas City, Mo.
“ Where your dollar has more cents”

lifting surface, light weight, strength, 
symmetry, and control must be re
membered.

The glider is to some extent the 
outgrowth of the man-bearing kite. 
When you have built and ilown a 
kite, you will be receptive to the idea 
that a glider Hies when it has air 
speed, that it must be light and have 
broad lifting surfaces, and that there

As seen in drawing and desig- 
signated by the letters “ ()”, “K ” and 
“Z”, marked fuselage pieces are cut 
from 1/32" hard balsa, and likewise 
“X ” and “Y” marked motor carrying 
wood pieces from 1/1G" balsa.

They are attached to the covered 
wing as depicted in drawing. Xote 
that the longerons on the “X ” and 
“Y” wood pieces carry a round cut in 
which the motor stick is to be pushed, 
so we have to be careful that they 
are in line.

After you have finished construct
ing the fuselage, take a piece of round 
wood about 1/4" diameter and push 
it carefully through the three holes 
in the covered wing. After that cover 
the fuselage as shown in the photo
graphs. The weight of the wing is 
now .350 ounce.

Now test the wing by gliding it. 
You will find that it automatically 
is stable. Turned over, it glides in 
the same easy manner.

OUTRIGGERS, ELEVATOR AND 
RUDDERS

Prepare two pieces for 1 lie out
riggers as depicted in drawing of 
1/16" thick, hard balsa wood and 
attach them to the wing, as shown in 
the drawings. These outriggers will 
carry the rudders, which are made 
from 1/32" balsa wood, as shown in 
drawing. The elevator is made from 
1/32" balsa, as shown in drawing.

LANDING GEAR

All three wheel carriers are fixed 
to the wing. Drawing shows the 
front landing gear pieces and how to 
assemble them. Where the landing 
gear strut ends are to be fixed is also 
shown in drawing. The 1-1/4" diam
eter wheels are to be fixed as usual. 
The third 1-1/4" diameter wheel is 
attached as shown in drawing, being 
fixed in a bamboo fork. The photo
graph shows the same. The wheels 
are made from 1/8" thick balsa wood.

The weight of the model now should 
be only .490 ounce.

PROPELLER AND MOTOR STICK

The propeller has to be made ex
actly as shown in drawing. The 
propeller revolves between the out
riggers and so the diameter is much 
smaller than any others.

While the usual wingspread model 
has a 6" or sometimes an 8" diameter

must be some means by which it can 
be controlled.

Another absorbing instalment of 
Gliding and Soaring will appear in 
next month's issue of Model A ir
plane N ews, on all news stands Sep
tember 23.

Don’t fail to order gour copy now— 
yon can't afford to miss it!

propeller, in the present case this is 
reduced to 4-11/16", so that it is 
necessary to use a specially con
structed propeller with a different 
pitch from the ordinary.

With the rubber motor we can use 
an ordinary motor stick if necessary, 
but this is not advised because the 
drag is much greater. With a little 
skill a special ‘‘tube” motor mount, 
12" long, 1" wide and 1/32" thick 
balsa wood, can be made. See draw
ing.

It is necessary that the balsa 
should be soaked for about ten min
utes in water, care being taken that 
the wood is entirely submerged. Then 
take a piece of 1/4" diameter round 
hard wood about 15" long and bend it 
carefully over the soaked balsa, as 
seen in drawing.

Cover both ends and center part 
carefully with about 1/4" paper band 
temporarily. The overlying ends and 
the middle are smeared with am
broid. After drying, take off the 
paper rings and smear thinly with 
ambroid the place the rings covered.

After drying, paint with dope. The 
motor carrier tube should weigh 
about .035 ounce.

We form axle holder “S” from 
balsa as shown in drawing and 
one rear hook holder “N”. These 
we attach to the ends of the above 
prepared wood tube.

The propeller is fixed as usual, but 
as a “pusher”, to the shaft. Four 
strands of .045 s<p rubber bands are 
sufficient.

Rush the tube through tho fuselage 
and the model is finished. The total 
weight is now .5775 ounces.

TEST FLIGHT

Oil the shaft properly. In general 
it. is advised to apply after every 
fifth trial flight one small drop of oil 
on the axle. First glide the model 
and regulate it by moving the motor 
forward and backward.

Then test it with motor power, too. 
The maximum number of windings 
should be between 350 and 400. By 
applying glycerine you can increase 
the winding to about 700.

The model rises from smooth 
ground quickly. If you make a trac
tor propeller as shown in drawing 
and another shaft holder “S”, you 
can easily transform the “pusher” 
model to a “tractor” model. The 
model as in the photograph made a 
flight of two minutes at the first test.

How to Build a Northrop "F ly ing  W in g "
(Continued from page 17)



RECORD HOLDING SCALE MODEL
Famous World War Plane

THE S. E. 5 “ A ”
24" W in g sp an

The construction set for this plane contains all the necessary parts and material: ribs cut, formers made, celluloid wheels, full size layout exact scale blue prints and instructions. All wood parts are of feather weight BALSA. The S. E. 5 “A” is easy to construct and is by far the best flying scale model that can be built, holding the present record of 48 seconds. The S. E. 5 “A” has a gliding angle of 12 to 1, a ceiling of 60 feet—nothing like it has yet been produced in kit sets.
The S. E. 5 “A” is the plane that won for the Royal Flying Corps the supremacy of the air 
in the World War.

PRICE FOR KIT $3.00, postpaid.

BALSA!
S A L E

HAWK
Soaring Glider

1st {irade featherweight

10 sheets 1 /1 6 "
y-tf/x 2 x 3 6 " S I.00

5 sheets 1 /1 6 " X 2 "  X 3 6 " .50
6 sheets 1/8" X 2 "  X 3 6 " 1.00

3 sheets 1/8"
o//X 2 X 3 6 " .60

5 sheets 1 /1 6 " X 6" X 18" 1.00

3 sheets 1 /1 6 " X 6" X 2 4 " .90

10 sheets 1 /1 6 " X 1" X 20" .40
20 sheets 1 /1 6 " X 2" X 12" .50
25 sticks 1 /4 "  s 1 /4 " < 3 6 " 1.10
25 sticks 1/8" > 1 /4 " < 3 6 " 1.00
12 sticks 1/8" > 1 /4 " : < 3 6 " .50
25 sticks 1/8". 1/8" < 3 6 " .60
25 sticks 1 /8 "  3s 1/8".< 20" .45
50 sticks 1 /1 6 " X 1 /1 6 "  X 20" .50

This 24" glider can be assem
bled in 30 seconds. All parts 
cut to size and shape. Cement 
and insignias and instructions 
are furnished. Has recorded 
flight of one minute. PRICE 
FOR K IT S0.75, postpaid.

S c
PROP. BLOCKS

6 Blocks 5 /8 " X 1 1/8" x 7" $ .24
6 Blocks 3 /4 " X 1 1/4" x 8" .30
6 Blocks l " x  1 1 / 4 " X 10" .45
6 Blocks l " x  1 1 /2" X 12" .60

Postage 15c Extra
on all orders under $1.00

Brings you a complete illus
trated booklet containing all 
models shown above and other 
latest model airplanes, and 
model airplane supplies. Full 
description of materials and 
equipment needed for each 
model. Every model is designed 
to fly when made according to 
our simplified plans of construc
tion. Don't fail to send for it.

Blue Prints!
FULL SIZE and SCALE

24" Wingspan
Curtiss Hawk P .6.............................................. $0.40
Curtiss Hawk (Radial Ρ .3 .Λ .)............................40
Sea Hawk F.7.C.1.................................................. 40
Boeing Pursuit F.4.B.1............................................40
S.E.5.A. Scout (1917) ........................................40
Vought Corsair ...................................................... 40
Waterman O.X.5. (1921)..................................... 40
Travel Air “ Mystery Ship” .................................... 40
Lockheed “ Sirius” ....................................................25
German B.F.W ..........................................................25
Sikorsky (10 place)..................................................25
Ford Tri-Motor ....................................................... 40
Stinson Detroiter..................................................... 40

N O N  SCALE BLUE PRIN TS 
Full Sire

Navy Racer (wingspan 2 0 ")........................... $0.40
Commercial (wingspan 2 8 ").................................. 25
Duration Tractor .............................................. 25

SPECIAL SCALE PRINTS 
(All 10" W ingspan)

Two plans on one blue print 
Curtiss Hawk P.3.A.

& Travel Air “ Mystery Ship” ............. $0.25
Curtiss Hawk P.6. & Boeing Pursuit..................25
Boeing Model 80.A 5: Curtiss Condor................25
Sikorskv S.38. & Boeing Model 204................25
Fokker'D.7. & S.E.5.A............................................25
Supermarine Napier & Mercury Racer..............25
Wallace Touro Plane & Inland Sport Plane. . .25
Keystone Bomber & Hall Aluminum Patrol. .25

EXTRA SPECIAL SCALE PRINTS
Three plans on one blue print 

“ Avro Trainer,”  Bristol “ Bulldog" Fighter
and Cicrva Autogiro..................  . ........$0.25

All blue prints sent postpaid.

Hawk Model Aeroplaues
4944 IRVING  PARK  BLVD ., DEPT. E-2 C H ICAG O , ILLINOIS, U . S. A .



A T T  D A T  C A  — AMERICA’S MOST EASILY ?
JALjL· D i A L O i A  c o n s t r u c t e d  m o d e l s  I
Λ new, all-balsa construction makes these 

Midland models superior to anything you have 
ever seen. Lighter— about two-thirds the weight 
of an ordinary model of the same size. Stronger— 
practically crash-proof. Better-looking and more 
realistic— smooth, sheet-balsa surfaces instead 
of wrinkled tissue sagging between ribs and long
erons. Easier to build, because so much simpler. 
A job you can do in a couple of hours instead of 
a week. And you  can do it. We’ve eliminated 
the question of skill.

Midland's all-balsa construction makes use of 
sheet balsa 1/32 of an inch thick for the wings 
and the sides of the fuselage. Balsa—almost

as light as the paper it replaces, and infinitely 
stronger! The only paper is that used to cover 
the top and bottom of the fuselage and the tail.

No fragile, tedious, built-up framework. Noth
ing to draw. Nothing to measure off. No nails 
to drive, no holes to drill. A ready-made, die- 
starnped aluminum propeller to save you the 
work of carving one and to prevent the failures 
due to poorly-made propellers. Struts of spruce 
and bamboo. Celluloid wheels, light and good- 
looking. Λ shock-absorbing landing gear. 
Colorless, quick-drying model cement— the fast
est-drying known Rubber 10% more powerful. 
Landing wheels well forward to protect the pro

peller. Wings at a high angle of incidence for 
fast climb and minimum center of pressure 
travel. Tips "washed out”  to reduce losses. 
Scores of other aerodynamic refinements seldom 
found In models.

You will find these models much easier to 
build, and, after you have built them, much more 
satisfactory to fly. Fewer trial adjustments: 
longer, steadier flights.

The MIDLAND MODEL WORKS 
Box W, Chillicothe, Ohio

TAPER-WING COMBAT 
MONOPLANE—

An Uriusual Value
An exceptionally gracelul model of a center-wing com

bat monoplane, and the best distance flyer of the Midland 
group. Does 2 0 0  feet consistently. Can be hand launched 
or will rise off ground. Very easily built, and will stand 
hard use. Wing span 2 0  inches. Weight 8 / 1 0  ounce.

Complete set, with all material and full building and 
flying directions, postpaid in the United 
States and Canada............................................. $2.00

MIDLAND BABY BULLET
Wing span 15 inches. Weight 3/8 ounce. Flight 

range 140 feet or more.
A simple, easily-constructed r. o. g. model of a 

one-place low-wing sport plane. The propeller is 
only one-fourth as long as the wings, and much 
closer to true scale than in ordinary models. Pro
peller blades deeply curved for slow revolution and 
unusual duration.

Complete set, with all material and full 
and flying directions, postpaid in the 
United States and Canada, o n ly ..............

building$1.00
M idlan d  
A rm y 
B iplane 
in Flight

1 OUT of 10
Probably not one model airplane in ten ever gives 

its purchaser a satisfactory flight. Some failures 
are due to careless construction. Some are due to 
careless design— a carelessness sometimes so great 
tliat the model can not be made to fly under any 
conditions. Hut the majority of failures are due to 
the tremendous difficulty encountered in building 
many models.

The average model would be entirely satisfactory 
if it could be constructed with less skill, but it may 
be a sad disappointment to the ordinary model 
builder, who often finds that he has wasted both his 
money and his time on a set which only an expert 
can put together.

Λ simple and easy construction is the key-note of 
Midland design. We do not pretend that Midland 
models are exact scale reproductions, for such 
models are hard to build, unsatisfactory to fly. We 
do not claim that these models will break records, 
for record-breaking models are too delicate to build, 
too fragile to last. All that we say is that these 
models are pleasingly realistic, that they will fly 
well time after time, and that the average boy can 
build,them. Why risk disappointment by purchas
ing a model advertised with extravagant claims of 
exact scale design and almost unbelievable flying 
ability? Buy a Midland model and get what you 
expect, and what you are entitled to have.

You are doubly safe in ordering Midland sets 
because nothing but actual, unrctouched photographs 
are used to advertise them. Remember that any 
photograph of a Midland model shows it as you wiil 
"et it— not merely as you would like to have it

REALISTIC ARMY BIPLANE
This fast biplane fighter is a tremendously impressive model. Its trim fuselage and tapered, close- 

set wings give an impression of speed, and in the air it looks so much like a real ship that flight photo
graphs of the model are usually mistaken for pictures of a full-sized airplane.

The wing spread is 20 inches, the weight exactly 1 ounce. The flight distance is close to 200 feet. 
Because of its greater wing area the Army Biplane gains a great deal of altitude. The average limit 
is about SO feet, but we have photographed it when almost three times that high!

The top wing is in advance of the lower one, and at a larger angle of incidence. This results in the 
center of pressure of both wings being shifted forward when the model dives, hack when it climbs. 
This is the exact opposite of the usual movement, and gives the model unequaled stability. By far 
the best rough-weather flyer 
we have seen.

Harder to build than the 
nonoplanes. but still much 
asier than any conventional 
iuilt-up model. Complete set, 
,'ith all material and full 
milling and flying directions, 
lostpaid in the ~
Jnitcd States 
nd Canada. . .

mg directions,

$2.50
ORDER N O W —USE THIS COUPON

The M ID LA N D  MODEL W O RK S, B oxW , CHILLICOTH E, O H IO
Gentlemen:

Enclosed find S................. for which send me your construction set for ( ) BABY
BULLET ( ) COMBAT MONOPLANE ( ) ARMY BIPLANE. I understand 
that these sets will be sent postpaid in the United States and Canada, and that you will 
refund the purchase price of any model which fails to satisfy me after 1 have con
structed it.
(Check or money order safer than cash. We cannot accept stamps or fill C O D’s. No 

catalogue, except with set.)

Name

Street.................................................................................................

Citv..........................................................................................State


